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________________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 4:15 PM | 4:35 PM | 6:58 PM
To: 'US Army Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Commanding General: Lt Gen Jeffrey W. Talley:
via Maj John Hoyman'; 'Kimberly Franklin'; 'Sharon Locklear'; 'SGM Pat Fensom'; 'Kimberly Mercado';
'Clinton D Wood'; 'Rush Limbaugh'; 'Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training'; 'Harvard: Michael
Jensen'; 'Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron'; 'Landmark: Werner Erhard' | 'Joe Pags'; 'Mark
Belling'
Cc: 'Mark Levin'; 'World and Everything In it'; 'Let My People Think'; 'Jerry Bader'; 'The Big One'; 'Bill
Bennets Morning in America'; 'The Legal Alert'; 'Brian Kilmeade and Friends'; 'In the Market'; 'Laura
Ingraham Show'; 'Michael Medved Show'; 'Peter Schiff Show'; 'Dennis Prager Show'; 'Dana Loesch
Show'; 'Jeffrey Kuhner Report'; 'Hugh Hewitt Show'; 'Mark Belling'; 'Wall Builders'; 'Joe Pags';
'Conservative Talk 94.5: Peg Hudson'; 'Joey Hudson'; 'Allyson Poole'; 'Angelo Mack'; 'SSRN: Gregg
Gordon'; 'SSRN'; 'GSE Research'; 'GSE: CEO: John Peters'; 'Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester';
'Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler'; 'Evolutionary Collective'; 'Economic
Principals: David Warsh'; 'Radical Honesty'; 'Brad Blanton'; 'Trainers: Taber Shadburne'; 'Clara and
Jerry Griffin'; 'Susan Campbell'; 'Raven Dana'; 'Greg Small'; 'Stephanie Roth'; 'Marina Dervan'; 'Julie
Gregerson-Uderitz'; 'Nancy Darbro'; 'Grace Llewellyn'; 'Ed Greville'; 'Keith Moon'; 'Etain O'Kane';
'Maggie Doyle'; 'Terry M Giles Esq'; 'Darren Mack via William J Routsis II'; 'via US Army Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff' | 'Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon'; 'Walter
Maksym'
Subject: US Army; R Limbaugh & W Erhard: Re: EoP v WiP NWO Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics
negotiations

TO: US Army Reserve Command (i) Ft Bragg NC; (ii) 84th Training Fort Knox KY
Commanding Generals
TO: Rush Limbaugh & Werner Erhard
CC: EoP Applicants: Gen Raymond Odierno and Gen John Mulholland
US Army Reserve Command (i) Ft Bragg NC; (ii) 84th Training Fort Knox KY
Commanding Generals:
US Army Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Commanding General: Lt Gen Jeffrey W.
Talley: via Maj John Hoyman (john.hoyman@usar.army.mil); Kimberly Franklin
(kimberly.a.franklin@usar.army.mil); Sharon Locklear (sharon.e.locklear@usar.army.mil);
SGM Pat Fensom (patrick.scott.fensom@us.army.mil); Kimberly Mercado
(kimberly.mercado@usar.army.mil); Army Reserve's 84th Training Command Fort Knox KY:
Commanding General: Maj Gen Scottie Dean Carpenter via: Clinton D Wood
(clinton.d.wood2.mil@mail.mil)
Rush Limbaugh & Werner Erhard:
* Rush Limbaugh: Rush Limbaugh (ElRushbo@EIBnet.com); CC: Mark Levin
(marklevin.show@citcomm.com); World and Everything In it
(feedback@worldandeverything.com); Let My People Think (rzim@rzim.org); Jerry Bader
(Jerry.bader@whbl.com); The Big One (willie@700wlw.com); Bill Bennets Morning in
America (BennettRadioShow@gmail.com); The Legal Alert (Info@christianlaw.org); Brian
Kilmeade and Friends (kilmeadeandfriends@foxnews.com); In the Market
(janet@jpamerica.com); Laura Ingraham Show (laurai@lauraingraham.com); Michael

Medved Show (medvedmail@medvedshow.com); Peter Schiff Show
(ionfo@SchiffForSenate.com); Dennis Prager Show (dennis@pragerradio.com); Dana Loesch
Show (dloesch@breitbart.com); Jeffrey Kuhner Report (kuhnerreport@wrko.com); Hugh
Hewitt Show (hhewitt@hughhewitt.com); Mark Belling (markbelling@clearchannel.com);
Wall Builders (wbcustomerservice@wallbuilders.com); Joe Pags
(josephpagliarulo@clearchannel.com); Conservative Talk 94.5: Peg Hudson
(phudson@salemreps.com); Joey Hudson (jhudson@conservativetalk945.com); Allyson Poole
(apoole@conservativetalk945.com); Angelo Mack (amack@conservativetalk945.com); | Joe
Pags (josephpagliarulo@iheartmedia.com); Mark Belling (markbelling@iheartmedia.com)
* Werner Erhard: Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training
(webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com); Harvard: Michael Jensen (mjensen@hbs.edu);
Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron (info@vantogroup.com); Landmark: Werner
Erhard (info@innovativeepm.com); CC: SSRN: Gregg Gordon (Gregg_Gordon@SSRN.Com);
SSRN (management@SSRN.Com); GSE Research (enquiries@gseresearch.com); GSE: CEO:
John Peters (john.peters@gseresearch.com); Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester
(rchester@berkeley.edu); Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler
(info@friendsofconservation.org); Evolutionary Collective (info@evolutionarycollective.com);
Economic Principals: David Warsh (warsh@economicprincipals.com); Radical Honesty
(support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Trainers: Taber
Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Susan
Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana (raven@stresswizardcoaching.com);
Greg Small (Changemaster@startsmall.com); Stephanie Roth
(stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com); Marina Dervan (marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie
Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transforming-kids.org); Nancy Darbro
(nancy.darbro@state.nm.us); Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville
(greville@aol.com); Keith Moon (keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane
(therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle (maggie@multiversity.net); Terry M Giles Esq
(tg@oteam.com); Darren Mack via William J Routsis II (williamjroutsis@gmail.com); |
Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon
(robyn@symonproductions.com); Walter Maksym (wmaksym@gmail.com)
EoP Applicants: Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland:
via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil)
US Army; R Limbaugh & W Erhard: Re: EoP v WiP NWO Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics
negotiations
Herewith a copy of Ecology of Peace v WiP NWO Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics negotiations
response to -- US Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Leaders Shrinking Lifeboat
Course Activity creates biases awareness; Rush Lumbaugh: Obama’s Immigration Lessons;
Werner Erhard Ideas and Applications: Responsibility Decision-making & Culture Change
requires conversation we have not had before; to be updated to EoP v WiP Negotiations:
Transcript of Comments Correspondence [PDF]
* ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
“Capitalist WiP growth destroys the environment decreasing the nation’s lifeboat resources.
Communist WiP growth destroys the environment decreasing the nation’s lifeboat resources.
The only difference is that capitalist growth does it faster and with greater economic
inequality. When nations choose to follow a Masonic capitalist or communist economic
growth or population growth plan; they are buying a ticket on the Titanic liferaft. Whether
they purchase a capitalist first-class or communist third class steerage Titanic liferaft ticket,

they are purchasing a Shrinking Lifeboat Titanic ticket; where the end sinking of the WiP
capitalist/communist titanic economy liferaft result is the same.” – amended quote of Albert
Bartlett
In Garrett Hardin’s: Living on a Lifeboat and Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against Helping the
Poor; the basic access to resources leadership decision was ‘nations resource lifeboat is not
full yet, whom of those drowning in the water; should we give the opportunity to get into our
national lifeboat; and whom should we just allow to drown’.
In US Army’s Lifeboat Ethics while not explicitly stated in the course material; that – in
terms of ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and resource conflict – all
nations on Earth’s resource lifeboats are not only full; but shrinking so now the decision is
not ‘whom to let in’ but ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool;
how should they be removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they
be removed’?

Ecology of Peace v WiP NWO Shrinking Lifeboat negotiations questions:
This is a similar question to two EoP v WiP NWO negotiations questions [PDF]:


V. Putin: New-EoP-Gotit or [current Masonic] No-Los-Pepes Evacuation Rules?



A. Muhrrteyn: Revolution in Military Ethics question: Defining just and unjust
actions in war and military conflict: the operative question: Whom should the
military kill?

Summary: Ecology of Peace Culture Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Answers:
The Ecology of Peace culture’s answer to these shrinking lifeboat questions:
Summary:
Whom should be removed from the lifeboat & how many should be removed:

All citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose procreation and/or
consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity limits; who refuse to
commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or procreation to ecological
carrying capacity limits; should be evacuated from the planetary genepool lifeboat by
national criminal justice government departments.
How should they be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?

Worlds Attorney Generals should cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

Once implemented: all citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose
procreation and/or consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity
limits; who refuse to commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or
procreation to ecological carrying capacity limits; should be evacuated from the
planetary genepool lifeboat by national criminal justice government departments.

If or where any nation’s Attorney General obstructs the implementation of Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; they should provide reasons for their legal
obstruction behaviour to the International Criminal Court; and/if or when they

refuse to do so; should be coerced into doing so by the implementation of EoP Axis
Military Necessity Mutual Coercion Psychotronic Evacuation processes which shall
psychotronically evacuate lotto nations scarcity combatant and
breeding/consumption war citizens who have not signed EoP Axis Oaths from the
planetary genepool.

More Info: Ecology of Peace Culture Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Answers:
Aforementioned Ecology of Peace shrinking lifeboat ethics answers can be found in greater
detail in EoP Cop21/Malheur Root Cause problem solving recommendations correspondence;
or Ecology of Peace options to politically, legally and/or militarily implement an Ecology of
Peace International law social contract documents. EoP options being: Amendment of UN
Prisoner of War Treaty; EoP Referendum; EoP ICC Complaint and EoP Military Necessity
Mutual Coercion Psychotronic Evacuation.

EoP Cop21/Malheur Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendations:
As noted in — EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation [PDF] – and
– EoP Malheur Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation [PDF] —
correspondence; excerpts of which follow:
*~~~~~~*
Put simply: Our choices are between Ecology of Peace humane, orderly and relatively nonviolent deindustrialization and depopulation; and Masonic War is Peace extremely violent
Mad Max race wars, religious wars, four horses of the apocalypse Armageddon
deindustrialization and depopulation.
*~~~~~~*
“...an organization cannot have a conservation policy without having a population
policy....the problem solving or parasite leeching test — in which the candidate, confronted
with an overflowing sink, is classified according to whether he reaches for the faucet or the
mop.” – Amended quote of Daniel B. Luten; as quoted by William Milton Cooper in Behold a
Pale Horse.
“It really doesn't matter, because either way we're screwed. The quicker you understand
that, the wiser you become. I believe that any man without principles that he is ready and
willing to die for at any given moment is already dead and is of no use or consequence
whatsoever. ... If the people really cared about their fellow man, they would control their
appetites (greed, procreation, etc.) so that they would not have to operate on a credit or
welfare social system which steals from the worker to satisfy the bum. Since most of the
general public will not exercise restraint, there are only two alternatives to reduce the
economic inductance of the system. (1) Let the populace bludgeon each other to death in war,
which will only result in a total destruction of the living earth. (2) Take control of the world
by the use of economic "silent weapons" in a form of "quiet warfare" and reduce the economic
inductance of the world to a safe level by a process of benevolent slavery and genocide. The
latter option has been taken as the obviously better option. At this point it should be crystal
clear to the reader why absolute secrecy about the silent weapons is necessary. The general
public refuses to improve its own mentality and its faith in its fellow man. It has become a
herd of proliferating barbarians, and, so to speak, a blight upon the face of the earth. They

do not care enough about economic science to learn why they have not been able to avoid war
despite religious morality, and their religious or self-gratifying refusal to deal with earthly
problems renders the solution of the earthly problem unreachable by them. It is left to those
few who are truly willing to think and survive as the fittest to survive, to solve the problem
for themselves as the few who really care. .... You must accept that you have been cattle and
the ultimate consequence of being cattle — which is slavery — or you must prepare to fight,
and if necessary die to preserve your God-given right to Freedom.” Silent Weapons for Quiet
Wars; Milton William Cooper; Behold a Pale Horse.
So I am going to provide you a ‘reach for the faucet’ response to Sheriff Mack’s statement in
the Truth in Media interview: “To whom can the people turn for peace, safety and liberty;
when goverment becomes out of control and corrupt. If its not your local sheriff; to whom
else can you go?”
If any of the disputing parties are sincere about encouraging American veterans, ranchers
and citizens to support peace, safety and liberty; I imagine an Ecology of Peace William
Wilberforce and Eric Liddle would suggest that more than singing Amazing Grace shall be
required to free ourselves from human factory farming slavery enslavement; we shall need
to have the courage to give up our addiction to the false left and right wing moral
supremacist bullshit propaganda and individual and corporate welfare at the expense of the
ecological resource commons that provides us with survival sustenance; and publicly
confront the phallic human sacrifice War is Peace foundation of our secular or theocratic –
capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist, Christian, Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc –
religions; and cooperate with national and international authorities to – hopefully
nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that requires
all the worlds citizens from all races, classes, religions and cultures to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
“If the economy / your bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution is more
important to you than the environment; try holding your breath; while you count your
money / read your bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic Constitution; and tell me what is
more important to your survival: protecting the ecological carrying capacity resource
foundation of life: our air, water and food by implementing an international social contract
that restricts everyone’s breeding and consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits; so
that all species on Earth can continue breathing, drinking clean water; and having organic
food to eat; or counting your money / reading your Bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Masonic
Constitution.” – amended quote of Guy McPherson; who coined the term ‘Near Term
Extinction’ [NTE] which he writes about on his blog: Nature Bats Last.
*~~~~~~*
General Mike Flynn: You can’t defeat an enemy you don’t admit exists.
Any form of capitalism that allows citizens to procreate and/or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits; cannot – according to Tragedy of the Commons principles – do
anything else but degenerate into predatory capitalism aka fascism. Of interest regarding
the future impending consequences of planetary predatory capitalism: Real News: Paul Jay’s
Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson;
particularly the predatory capitalism part; which deals with the necessity of the great
powers cooperating to implement a new economic order; to address the massive impending
planetary social conflict problems resulting from climate change, peak food, peak water,
peak oil, including how and where to bury 6 billion people.
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein

1. Economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate
change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic
jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species
extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, nation states standing army or
dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc – are a
direct and indirect consequence of overpopulation and overconsumption.
2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans
procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; allows nation states to provide their
citizens with the implied ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’.
4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity

limits when legislators amend the current international law and national
constitutional social contract statutes that enable procreation and consumption
above ecological carrying capacity limits; to specifically require all the worlds/their
nations citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
In the – amended – wording of Dr. Al Bartlett: Living on a planet where cultures are based
upon Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume social contract principles is like buying a
ticket on the Titanic; if you’re smart you go Capitalist first class; or you can go cheap
Communist or Primitivist steerage third class. In all cases, the sinking of the culture from
ecological overshoot resource depletion result is the same. But if the social contract gives the
people the choice, most people would go fast, flashy and first class.
As reported in Nasa funded Human (Predator) and Nature (Prey) Dynamics (HANDY)
studies: Humans who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth
and Collapse of Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians,
Akkadian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian,
Sassanid, Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan.
Collapses result from (1) Ecological Strain and (2) Economic Stratification and include the
disappearance of between 90-99% of the populations (from famine, disease and organized
violence resource wars) including their kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political
and cultural institutions.
Economic Stratification Collapse occurs due to unequal consumption of resources generating
Elites vs Commoners. As Elites become sizable and keep growing, they consume more; their
over-exploitation results in collapse of resources to the Commoners; who experience famine
and collapse. Elites -- due to their wealth -- do not suffer the detrimental effects of
environmental collapse until much later than Commoners, which allows them to continue
'business as usual', despite the impending catastrophe; explaining how historical collapses
were allowed to occur by seemingly oblivious elites (eg Roman & Mayan cases).
As clarified by Garrett Hardin in Tragedy of the Commons; in the absence of a social
contract that eliminates ‘breeding/consumption’ cheaters from the genepool; a social contract
that provides for no ‘elimination from the genepool’ consequences for ‘breeding / consumption
war cheaters; effectively results in other members of the culture being forced to engage in
breeding / consumption war cheating; for offence or defence of their resources purposes;
which sets in motion a breeding / consumption war ratrace. This reality was observed
shortly after the invention of totalitarian agriculture; and the elite of the time decided
rightly or wrongly that their only option was for the elite to divide and conquer manage and

profit from the ‘breeding / consumption war’; which is one of the ‘human sacrifice’ ‘secrets’ of
‘oroborous mystery phallic worship religions’.
If economists and journalists are sincere about establishing an economic system based upon
resource footprint morality; and abolishing the human factory farming slavery system; I
imagine an Ecology of Peace William Wilberforce and Eric Liddle would suggest that to free
ourselves from enslavement we shall need to have the courage to give up our addiction to the
false left and right wing moral supremacist bullshit propaganda and individual and
corporate welfare at the expense of the ecological resource commons that provides us with
survival sustenance; and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is Peace
foundation of our secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist,
Christian, Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc – religions; and cooperate with national and
international authorities to – hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes,
religions and cultures to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
Ecological Reality Facts being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable
resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural
resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national
and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an Ecology
of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
*~~~~~~*
All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane with a parachute;
but you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea of ‘I better think about how to
pull the ripchord for my parachute so that I can defy gravity with a scientifically proven
method of defying gravity: namely a parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic
verbal gymnastics; and once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour
tits and ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic law
new definition demands’ are not equal.

“Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike
Power environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to whine and whine and whine
and whine and whine and whine and whine about food shortages, food inflation, cost of

living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak
food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change,
feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while
doing sweet goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with
total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that
is the root cause of everything they whine about.”
--------------Put differently:
If the Cop 21 Secretariat gave a fuck about beginning to educate yourselves, those attending
your ‘Climate Change Conference’, journalists and the worlds citizens about the scientific
ripchord as opposed to the Masonic verbal gymnastics information regarding root causes of
Climate Change: namely overpopulation and overconsumption; whose causes are the
Masonic War is Peace -- right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological
carrying capacity limits -- international law social contract; you would have invited any one
of the following speakers to present their information; to begin the educational persuasion
process as to how and why it is a matter of military necessity to implement an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; that restricts all the worlds citizens from all races,
classes and religions to breeding and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits.


Media Censorship: Maher, Michael (1997/03): How and Why Journalists Avoid the
Population-Environment Connection: University of Southwestern Louisiana,
Population and Environment, Volume 18, Number 4, March 1977; Reprinted in 1997
by the Carrying Capacity Network, Focus, 18 (2), 21-37. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla:
Michael Maher]



Peak NNR Resources and Collapse of Green Industrial Economy: Clugston
Chris: Peak NNR: Scarcity: Humanity’s Last Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of
Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s Consequences. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Chris Clugston]



Overpopulation: Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and
the carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 1420; which details how Every Child Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor
of 20: A woman can reduce her carbon footprint 19 times more by having one fewer
child than by all other energy efficiency actions the E.P.A. suggests combined.
[SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Paul Murtagh]



Overconsumption: Timothy J. Garrett (Nov. 2009), Are there basic physical
constraints on future anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide?; Climatic Change;
which details that Only Civilization Collapse will prevent runaway global climate
change: Industrial Civilization / Consumption Developmentism as Heat Engine Root
cause of Scarcity-Conflict Climate Change-National Security Impending Near-term
Extinction reality. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Timothy J Garrett]



Honour v Fuck Honour Human Nature: Astrid Dannenberg (2012): Climate
Change Negotiations: Game Theory and Experimental Evidence. Climate treaty
negotiators might be wise to have a conversation with a game theorist. So far,
negotiators’ promises to reduce greenhouse gas production have been paltry and
results paltrier, as both emissions and global temperatures have risen. A new game
theoretic analysis published in the Oct. 23 Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences both pinpoints why negotiations have accomplished so little and suggests
how the parties might achieve better results. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Astrid
Dannenberg]

Overpopulation & Overconsumption Causes of Scarcity & Conflict:
United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military,
Intelligence Agency and Government Reports about Overpopulation and Overconsumption
as sources of Resource Conflict are available at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea;
such as for example:



Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations for Warfare Requirements and Programs: Powering America’s Defense:
Energy and the Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis, CNA.
Vice Admiral Dennis McGinn; Energy, Climate Change, and the Military:
Implications for National Security; Woodrow Wilson Center for Environmental
Security.

All aforementioned reports and many more totally ignored and censored by Cop21 are the
foundation of – and shall be cited in – EoP PoW Applicants ICC complaint to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; by abolishing and/or reforming the
Masonic War is Peace international law social contract.


EoP PoW et al Applicants: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al:
Notice to UN Nation states Attorney Generals & ICC: ICC Private Prosecution ‘crimes
of aggression acts of war’: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear
Freedom Mutual Coercion Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine:
Private Prosecution of Respondents: Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War; EoP
PoW ICC Complaint; one of EoP options to implement EoP international law social
contract.

“Climate Change will become a defense and security issue, for four major reasons. There will
be water wars, there will be oil wars, there will be massive migration on a scale the world
has never seen, and there will be massive food insecurity. The two things of importance to
the United States and UK will be issues of migration, which we already have problems with
in Europe and the US. It will get much much more extreme. .. So much of our food is derived
from Africa and Central and South America, if that starts to fail .. there could be rioting.
There is an expression which is called nine meals from anarchy.” – Rosie Boycott, Former
Editor of the Independent; Climate Change and National Security.

* ~~~~~~~~~ *
Current International Law Right to Breed & Consume:
There are many examples of current international law statutes that directly and indirectly
provide citizens with the right to breed and/or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits; and lawyers, prosecutors and Judges who apply them, all while pretending their
courts are concerned with ‘truth’ and ‘evidence’; pretending they have fuck all clue why and
how those statutes result in food shortages & inflation, cost of living increases, urban
sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population,
species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources and climate change; inter-racial,
religious and cultural social conflict; psycho-social conflict; not to mention overpopulation
and consumption resource depletion and scarcity induced resource wars; which sometimes
manifest as genocide and holocausts.

Put simply: unlike Arthur Edens and Michael Clayton – they are in total denial that they
are Sheva the legal cryptic gods of death.
[..]

Summary of the origins and practices of Sheva & Lucifer the cryptic gods of
death:
The following are – in my view relevant excerpts from – EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian
Nobel Committee et al; for your consideration:
------------Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------AnthroCorpocentric Jurisprudence’s Innocence for Sale Indulgence Legal Matrix:
“Corporations are a Frankenstein monster which States have created by their
corporation laws.” - Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis, 1916
“Every right must be evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the
environment in which these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right,
“natural” or not, must be evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a world
that is limited, we must inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to be
absolute, that the effect of each right on the suppliers as well as on the demanders
must be determined before we can ascertain the quantity of right that is admissible.
From here on out, ours is a limited world. Rights must also be limited. The greater
the population, the more limited the per capita supply of all goods; hence the greater
must be the limitation on individual rights, including the right to breed. At its heart,
this is the political meaning of the population problem.” – Garrett Hardin, Limited
World, Limited Rights
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix Reality doctrine -- the Inalienable ‘Right to Breed
and Consume, but you need a License to Own a Gun, a License to Drive a Car, a License to
Practice Law, a television license, a credit license, a license to earn a living, a university
exemption license, a license to fish, a license to hunt, a liquor license, a business license, a
marriage license, in some U.S. states, five year olds, even need to get a license to run a
lemonade stand on their front lawn -- hypocritically referred to as the ‘rule-of-law’ is a legal
world of lawyers, politicians and priests, who prefer to negligently ignore, plausibly deny, or
socio-psycho-phallicly benefit from the conquer-and-multiply and divide and conquer control
over the means of human reproduction and consumption. It is a Matrix reality, of legal,
political and religious indulgence salesmen.
It is a legal world, very similar to the Matrix religious world that existed before Martin
Luther confronted the religious indulgence salesmen with his Ninety-Five Theses, on the
Church of All Saints, on 31 October 1517, thereby initiating the Protestant Reformation.
In the Catholic Church’s religious Matrix world, only Catholic Bishops were entitled to
be interpreters of the ‘word of god’. Only they could decide what God meant, about who was
guilty and who was innocent, who would go to hell and who would go to heaven. God did not
speak to common people, except via the Catholic Church’s bishops.
In Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world, only those who swear blind obedience to
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world – lawyers, prosecutors and judges – are deemed to
possess the supposed superior intellectual Legal Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode
and interpret the ‘word of civilized patriarch gods’, hence capable of deciding which of us

mere Commons surplus cannon fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’ or
‘unlawful’.
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix ‘AnthroCorpocentric law’ is based upon Flat Earth
‘jurisprudence’, as per the demands of those capable of purchasing Flat Earth legislation
indulgences which make their ecologically – breeding/consumption war -- criminal acts, to be
deemed as ‘legal/lawful’ conduct by the Legal Matrix Bishops: lawyers, prosecutors and
Judges.
It is a Matrix world of legal indulgence salesmen; who -- ‘Contempt in Facie Curiae’ -demand the public’s sycophantic submissive obedience; for their supposed superior
intellectual Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode and interpret which of us mere
Commons surplus cannon and vote fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’
or ‘unlawful’.

Thieving, Conquering, Murdering and Culling Acts of Un/Lawfulness:
“Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be used as pawns in foreign policy.” Henry Kissinger; The Final Days, by Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein
Surplus vote fodder citizens may convert to becoming cannon-fodder citizens by joining
the military to commit conquering or culling acts of murder and theft, as long as their
murder and theft is sanctioned as a lawful conquer, culling or theft order, by one or more
groups of left/right conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen.
In this Matrix Reality legal world, soldiers tasked with the national security conquering
and culling responsibilities, of conquering to thieve another tribe’s resources, and culling
population ‘useless eaters’ and ‘oxygen thieves’ surplus population excesses; on behalf of the
conquering and culling profiteering demands of civilized patriarchy’s civilian corporate and
political elite; constantly find themselves confronted with the conquer-or-culling “Befehl ist
Befehl” Catch 22 dilemma:
To obey, or not to obey, a ‘Lebensraum’, ‘Difaqane’, ‘Operation Freedumb’ and the
thousands like them, order to conquer or cull; since a lawful conquer or culling order, by one
group of left/right conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen, can easily be
reinterpreted to be an unlawful order, by another group of opposing left/right conquer-and
multiply legal indulgence salesmen; presenting a Catch 22 dilemma from which there is no
legal escape.
One who refuses a ‘lawful’ conquering or culling order will still probably be jailed for
refusing orders, and one who accepts an ‘unlawful order will be jailed for committing
unlawful culling or conquering acts.
Who decides, what is, and what is not, a conquering or culling lawful, or unlawful order?
The ‘Inalienable Right to Breed’ Matrix Reality conquer-and-multiply indulgence
salesmen, with their specious justifications, and nightmare of Legal Matrix reality
generated bureaucratic stare-decisis cryptic rules and statutes, of course!
"I don't know what you mean by 'glory,' " Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you don't—till I tell you. I meant
'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!' "
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument'," Alice objected.

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just
what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different
things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that's all."
-- Through the Looking Glass, by Lewis Carroll
Anthropocentric Master’s of ‘Relevance’ Jurisprudence:
The question in a civilized patriarchy court is only concerned with who is the master
of one word: ‘relevance’.
Any question or answer that exposes civilized patriarchy’s Legal Matrix system for
what it is; a system far more corrupt than the Catholic Church’s Indulgences for Sale
religious matrix, is simply deemed as ‘irrelevant’.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges defy the laws of ecology
with a massive ‘fuck you’, by legislating, interpreting and enforcing Legal Matrix doctrine,
that encourages citizens to breed and consume above cultural carrying capacity limits.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation
which ignores carrying capacity limits results in ecological overshoot, surplus vote-cannonfodder populations, economic hierarchical inequality, and scarcity induced local, national
and international conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation
which enables ecological overshoot in multi-cultural/ethnic/religious communities, manifests
as inter-cultural / ethnic / religious conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that inter-cultural /
ethnic conflict is a great divide and conquer tool to manipulate the proletariat to perceive
other cultural/ethnic proletariat as the source of their own overshoot-scarcity-conflict misery.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges sit in judgement about an
accused’s case of theft or murder; while consciously ignoring the theft and thievery and
participation in mass murder of the civilized patriarchy corporate elite, who purchased
‘Innocence for Sale’ Indulgences from legislators to avoid legislation that defines their
ecologically criminal acts of billion and trillion dollar thievery and murder as ‘unlawful’.
What is relevant?:
It is relevant that civilized patriarchy’s penis constitutions human factory farming
rights to breed and consume, is to be master —that's all.
Who says so?:
Civilized Patriarchy’s ecologically illiterate Legal Matrix Legislator’s, lawyers, judges
and prosecutors ego-genitals say so!
[..]
Totalitarian Agriculture as the source of Taker resource scarcity social-conflict
contract problems:

The problems with Taker social contract occurred with the invention of Totalitarian
agriculture; which describes the behaviour of humans who violate their original indigenous
tribal territory’s by choosing to engage in surplus food production (economic growth);
resulting in surplus human (population growth).
When any tribe of humans overbreed and/or overconsume the natural resources in
their perceived tribal territory; they travel beyond their tribal territory to go and find
resources they have over-consumed and degraded. When such a tribe enters another tribes
territory, then conflict occurs (from economic, political to physical, an organized violence
warfare). To limit inter-tribal territorial resource acquisition conflict, all tribes must agree to
limit procreation and consumption to their tribal territory ecological carrying capacity
limits.
Simplistically the history of war can be summed up as: Every single battle between
two groups of racial, religious, ethnic, or ideological warriors, engaged in organized violence
resource thieving or defence, since the advent of totalitarian agriculture, was a result of one
or both of those tribes having overbred and/or overconsumed, and engaging in resource
thieving into another tribes territory.
Since the beginning of humans (whatever you believe that beginning to be) humans
lived in nomadic hunter gatherer tribes, like the Bushmen, Aborigine’s, etc. Male duties
were to hunt and protect the tribe. Women’s duties were to forage and nurture the young.
Both men and women contributed to the tribe’s economic resources and duties, hence power
was shared reasonably equally. Tribes were concerned about not overbreeding; since such
overbreeding resulted in the resources in a territory being depleted quicker, and less
resources for the rest of the tribe; requiring them to move to new territories. After three
million years of humans living like hunter gatherers, it is estimated that the human
population at the beginning of the Neolithic period was around ten million.
Then things changed very quickly for the tribes who invented Totalitarian
agriculture. Women invented agriculture, resulting from their close association and
experimentation with seeds and plants, in their role as foragers. This change occurred
because some tribes started practicing a particular form of ‘surplus agriculture’ (hereinafter
referred to as ‘totalitarian agriculture’) where farmers grew large surpluses of stored food.
The consolidation of agriculture results in the centralization of political power: cities &
civilization. Before the discovery of oil and coal, the practice of totalitarian agriculture
farming was far more labour intensive than hunting and subsistence farming; so men took
over agriculture; and women were now relegated to being brood sows, to breed economic and
cannon fodder: children to work in the fields or be soldiers. Surplus food meant that some
members of the tribe could now work in other specialized fields: soldiers, clerks, etc; and also
that the tribes could grow their tribes population. World population doubled in three
thousand years; and again in only two thousand years. It jumped from ten million to fifty
million—probably eighty percent of them being practitioners of totalitarian agriculture. It
was getting crowded.
Beginning of War is Peace War resulting from overbreeding and overconsuming: In all
of three million years, humans had never been crowded anywhere. But now the people of
practicing totalitarian agriculture were learning what it means to be crowded. Overworked,
overgrazed land was becoming less and less productive. There were more people, and they
were competing for dwindling resources; and people now began to organize their tribes into
forms of standing armies to fight for land or resources. The tribes first war-making
machinery: warlords—kings, princes, emperors and their nation states formed for the
purpose of armed defense and aggression. “It’s during this period that we see the standing
army forged as the monarch’s sword of power. Without a standing army, a king is just a
windbag in fancy clothes. But with a standing army, a king can impose his will on his

enemies and engrave his name in history—and absolutely the only names we have from this
era are the names of conquering kings. No scientists, no philosophers, no historians, no
prophets, just conquerors. For the first time in human history, the important people are the
people with armies.”
Evolution of War is Peace War: Advancement and acquisition of Human and Military
Technology and Capital vs Breeding of CannonFodder: In a battle between two armies with
the same level of military skill and technology; generally the bigger army wins. Many of
history’s military conquerors have relied on simply growing cannon fodder to slaughter on
the battlefields to win their battles or wars. Some military conquerors focussed on improving
their soldiers skills (psychological, physical, intellectual, spiritual, etc), technology (better
armor, better swords, better chariots, better bows and arrows, better scaling machines,
better rams, better artillery, better guns, better tanks, better planes, better bombs, better
rockets, better nerve gas, better germs, better chemicals); and legal moral supremacist
‘innocence for sale’ indulgence interpretations psychological warfare doctrine. Many times
small armies with greater technological equipment and/or military tactical or strategic skills
won: There are many examples, but two are Battle of Blood River (guns), conquest of North
and South America (guns, germs & steel).
WiP Resource Conflict: Initially economic, then political, and finally military
organized conflict: Centuries of conflict over resources generated an international law social
contract founded upon Masonic phallic force (rule of force international treaties); that
rewarded those who engage in seething energies of lucifer breeding and consumption wars;
which bribe their tribes members to believe it is their 'inalienable [freedumb slavery] right'
to breed and consume above carrying capacity limits; while denying personal responsibility
for the human factory farming organized violence conquer and culling racism, sexism,
nationalism, socialism, capitalism, nazism, islamism, zionism, corporatism, stalinism,
human sacrifice culling, etc consequences; as people are motivated beyond retardation
(motarded) to choose to join one or other ideological, religious, racial or cultural tribe to
engage in resource war thieving to accumulate more resources to grow their tribe to enable it
to protect itself from another tribes organized violence resource war thieving.
Totalitarian Agriculture’s Luciferian Evil Human Sacrifice Harvest Religions:
“When The Mason learns that the Key to the warrior on the block is the proper
application of the dynamo of living power, he has learned the Mystery of his Craft.
The seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands and before he may step onward and
upward, he must prove his ability to properly apply this energy.” - Manly Palmer
Hall, Illustrious: the Lost Keys of Freemasonry
"in this case the defendants are not simply accused of planning or directing wholesale
killings through channels. They are not charged with sitting in an office hundreds
and thousands of miles away from the slaughter. It is asserted with particularity that
these men were in the field actively superintending, controlling, directing, and taking
an active part in the bloody harvest." - Nuremberg Military Tribunal, United States
of America vs. Otto Ohlendorf, et. al. ("Einsatzgruppen trial"), Judgment.
All civilized religions — from Christianity, to Gnosticism, etc — were ‘created’ in the
minds of man to comprehend the concept of ‘evil’ (aka organized violence), subsequent to
man’s invention of agriculture, approximately 10,000 years ago; and where such agriculture
created food surpluses, resulting in population surpluses, and expansion of their territory
resulting in population pressure clashes with other tribes territories, resource war conflict.
Extended misery resulting from direct and psychic existential conflict resulted in man’s
attempt to understand so-called ‘evil’; or put more simply: the organized resource thieving

direct conflict (rape, murder, slavery, etc) resulting from population pressures and escalating
relations with fellow humans based upon the absence of consent, i.e. extended periods of
psychic and physical violence and coercion.
If there are two or ten people living on an island with enough food and other resources
and space, for one hundred people; there is no need to coerce another for food or resources
freely and abundantly available. In the absence of a resource scarcity conflict mindset, and
plenty of space, tribal relations are more conductive to cooperation and sharing. Living in
the moment. There is no need for an external God in the sky to explain ‘evil’; there is only a
consciousness to appreciate the source of resource abundance, as the ‘source of life’; and to
live in harmony with such source: nature. Violence is limited to food chain violence
experienced by all species; namely hunting and being hunted by another predator for
immediate food. [See also: Law of Limited Competition]
If the tribe introduces agriculture, which results in an agricultural surplus and uses
such agricultural surplus to justify greater population; then as the population increases, so
the population pressures increase. There is less space to run away from someone who may
be temporarily angry, or wanting something another is not willing to provide in that
moment. The existence of ‘evil’ (organized violence) is plausibly directly proportional to the
resource war conflict, resulting from the tribe’s violation of carrying capacity limits; and/or
coming into contact with another tribe’s territorial expansion as a result of their violation of
carrying capacity limits. In attempting to understand the existential meaning of this
symptom of ‘evil’ resulting from violation of carrying capacity limits resource war conflict,
man created religions...
The invention of agriculture and agricultural surpluses, and subsequent organized
violence of civilization are the biblical story of Adam and Eve’s loss of living in carrying
capacity harmony with the natural world resource abundant paradise, and Cain’s choice to
be a farmer. Others saw opportunities for socio-political status benefits from exploiting the
reality of organized violence (evil), and suppressed this conscious reality of their intentions
by invoking various phallic ‘right’ justifications for their ‘right’ to engage in organized
violence (evil).
The Mason’s ‘seething energies of lucifer’ are the psychological warfare art of
manipulating and coercing men and women to overbreed and overconsume, to thereby
aggravate resource war conflict, and the ability to divide and conquer people’s, for the sociopolitical profit of the ‘warrior’, to ‘step onward and upward’; as he ‘proves his human
sacrifice ability’ to apply his breeding war and consumption war energies. Put differently,
the ‘seething energies of lucifer’ are no less than the phallic justification for profiting from
aggravating and perpetuating deliberate organized violence, without the consent of the
recipients of the violence.
Totalitarian Agriculture WiP Tower of Babel Empires that violently collapsed: Humans
who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse of
Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses
result from (1) Ecological Strain due to procreation and consumption above ecological
carrying capacity limits; and (2) Economic Stratification; and have included the
disappearance of between 90-99% of their populations (from famine, disease and organized
violence resource wars) including their kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political
and cultural institutions.
------------End Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al --------------

“Fate: Unintended Consequences: Catton: Seyright Mills of Columbia Univ's sociological
definition of fate. Fate is what happens when innumerable people make innumerable small
decisions about other matters that have the collective cumulative effect that nobody intended.
That’s what happened when we overpopulated the world. .... a fusion of forces that separated
us from the laws of life... that told us that we could live apart from those laws of limits,
without rules.” -- What a Way to Go: Life at the End of Empire.
What shall your decisions be: New Ecology of Peace international law rules; or current
Masonic War is Peace international law ‘WTF is the Befehl?’ confucius rules?
==== Excerpt: EoP Applicants & Global Inst for Prevention of Aggression =====
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in Ecology of Peace v War is Peace NWO
negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: US Army Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC;
Rush Limbaugh; Werner Erhard.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

* ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *

________________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 8:41 PM
To: 'Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training'; 'Harvard: Michael Jensen'; 'Landmark Corp: VantoGrp:
Steve Zaffron'; 'Landmark: Werner Erhard'; 'CC: SSRN: Gregg Gordon'; 'SSRN'; 'GSE Research'; 'GSE:
CEO: John Peters'; 'Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester'; 'Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of
Conservation: Reute Butler'; 'Evolutionary Collective'; 'Economic Principals: David Warsh'; 'Radical
Honesty'; 'Brad Blanton'; 'Trainers: Taber Shadburne'; 'Clara and Jerry Griffin'; 'Susan Campbell';
'Raven Dana'; 'Stephanie Roth'; 'Marina Dervan'; 'Julie Gregerson-Uderitz'; 'Grace Llewellyn'; 'Ed
Greville'; 'Keith Moon'; 'Etain O'Kane'; 'Maggie Doyle'; 'Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard:
Robyn Symon'; 'Walter Maksym'
Cc: 'Terry M Giles Esq'; 'William J Routsis II'; 'Rush Limbaugh'; 'SGM Pat Fensom'; 'Clinton D Wood';
'US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'
Subject: W Erhard: Re: Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?

Werner Erhard:
Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training (webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com);
Harvard: Michael Jensen (mjensen@hbs.edu); Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron
(info@vantogroup.com); Landmark: Werner Erhard (info@innovativeepm.com); CC: SSRN:
Gregg Gordon (Gregg_Gordon@SSRN.Com); SSRN (management@SSRN.Com); GSE
Research (enquiries@gseresearch.com); GSE: CEO: John Peters
(john.peters@gseresearch.com); Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester
(rchester@berkeley.edu); Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler
(info@friendsofconservation.org); Evolutionary Collective (info@evolutionarycollective.com);
Economic Principals: David Warsh (warsh@economicprincipals.com); Radical Honesty
(support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Trainers: Taber
Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Susan
Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana (raven@stresswizardcoaching.com);
Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com); Marina Dervan
(marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transforming-kids.org);
Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville (greville@aol.com); Keith Moon
(keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane (therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle
(maggie@multiversity.net); Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon
(robyn@symonproductions.com); Walter Maksym (wmaksym@gmail.com)
CC: Terry M Giles Esq (tg@oteam.com); Darren Mack via William J Routsis II
(williamjroutsis@gmail.com); Rush Limbaugh (ElRushbo@EIBnet.com); US Army Army
Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Commanding General: Lt Gen Jeffrey W. Talley: SGM Pat
Fensom (patrick.scott.fensom@us.army.mil); Army Reserve's 84th Training Command Fort
Knox KY: Commanding General: Maj Gen Scottie Dean Carpenter via: Clinton D Wood
(clinton.d.wood2.mil@mail.mil); EoP Applicants: Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via
US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g-1.mbx.commandprograms@mail.mil).
Werner Erhard
W Erhard: Re: Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat
Ethics?
Do you sincerely want a change in Masonic War is Peace – pretend we give a fuck about
economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate change,
food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of
biodiversity, peak resources, corporate and political corruption; nation states standing army
or dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc; while doing

sweet fuck all about the root ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological
carrying capacity limits’ international law social contract clauses – culture?
Do you; or any of your Landmark, Est corporate cock sucking – cock in the proverbial occult
fuck honour racket till – groupies; want a conversation about EoP Honour Ecofootprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?
Considering my experiences with the Radical Honesty – cock in the proverbial occult fuck
honour racket till – personal growth cult; I doubt it; but I could be wrong.
So speak up; if any of you give a fuck about buck stops here sincere conversation about EoP
Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking lifeboat ethics.
Whom should President Obama and Attorney General Lynch decide should be removed from
the American genepool? How should they be removed; by whom and when should they be
removed’?
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in Ecology of Peace v War is Peace NWO
negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Werner Erhard.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
* ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 9:03 PM
To: 'Radical Honesty'; 'Brad Blanton'; 'Trainers: Taber Shadburne'; 'Clara and Jerry Griffin'; 'Susan
Campbell'; 'Raven Dana'; 'Stephanie Roth'; 'Marina Dervan'; 'Julie Gregerson-Uderitz'; 'Grace
Llewellyn'; 'Ed Greville'; 'Keith Moon'; 'Etain O'Kane'; 'Maggie Doyle'; 'Transformation: Life Legacy of
Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon'; 'Walter Maksym'; 'Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training'; 'Harvard:
Michael Jensen'; 'Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron'; 'Landmark: Werner Erhard'; 'CC: SSRN:
Gregg Gordon'; 'SSRN'; 'GSE Research'; 'GSE: CEO: John Peters'; 'Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert
Chester'; 'Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler'; 'Evolutionary Collective';
'Economic Principals: David Warsh'
Cc: 'Terry M Giles Esq'; 'Darren Mack via William J Routsis II'; 'Rush Limbaugh'; 'US Army Army
Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Commanding General: Lt Gen Jeffrey W. Talley: SGM Pat Fensom';
'Army Reserve's 84th Training Command Fort Knox KY: Commanding General: Maj Gen Scottie Dean
Carpenter via: Clinton D Wood'; 'EoP Applicants: Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'President Barack Obama'
Subject: Brad Blanton: Re: Fuck Diplomacy Tell the Truth Culture Change to EoP Honour
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?

Brad Blanton:
Radical Honesty (support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com);
Trainers: Taber Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin
(venusrise@aol.com); Susan Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana
(raven@stresswizardcoaching.com); Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com);
Marina Dervan (marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz

(julie@transforming-kids.org); Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville
(greville@aol.com); Keith Moon (keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane
(therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle (maggie@multiversity.net); Transformation: Life
Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon (robyn@symonproductions.com); Walter Maksym
(wmaksym@gmail.com); Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training
(webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com); Harvard: Michael Jensen (mjensen@hbs.edu);
Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron (info@vantogroup.com); Landmark: Werner
Erhard (info@innovativeepm.com); CC: SSRN: Gregg Gordon (Gregg_Gordon@SSRN.Com);
SSRN (management@SSRN.Com); GSE Research (enquiries@gseresearch.com); GSE: CEO:
John Peters (john.peters@gseresearch.com); Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester
(rchester@berkeley.edu); Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler
(info@friendsofconservation.org); Evolutionary Collective (info@evolutionarycollective.com);
Economic Principals: David Warsh (warsh@economicprincipals.com);
CC: Terry M Giles Esq (tg@oteam.com); Darren Mack via William J Routsis II
(williamjroutsis@gmail.com); Rush Limbaugh (ElRushbo@EIBnet.com); US Army Army
Reserve Command Ft Bragg NC: Commanding General: Lt Gen Jeffrey W. Talley: SGM Pat
Fensom (patrick.scott.fensom@us.army.mil); Army Reserve's 84th Training Command Fort
Knox KY: Commanding General: Maj Gen Scottie Dean Carpenter via: Clinton D Wood
(clinton.d.wood2.mil@mail.mil); EoP Applicants: Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via
US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g-1.mbx.commandprograms@mail.mil).
CC: President Barack Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov)
Brad Blanton
Brad Blanton: Re: Fuck Diplomacy Tell the Truth Culture Change to EoP Honour
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?
Re: Radical Honesty fuck diplomacy verbal diarrhea: “Usually diplomacy is pitched as the
alternative to war. That is a lie and a stupid mistake. Diplomacy causes war. Diplomacy is
what has created the sick and dying world we now have. You can see how well diplomacy
works by just seeing how the world works right now. Diplomacy is lying to get what you
want from others. Fuck diplomacy! Tell the God damned truth!” and Obama should find his
Executive Order Balls.
Do you sincerely want a change in Masonic War is Peace – pretend we give a fuck about
economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate change,
food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of
biodiversity, peak resources, corporate and political corruption; nation states standing army
or dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc; while doing
sweet fuck all about the root ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological
carrying capacity limits’ international law social contract clauses – culture?
Do you; or any of your Radical Honesty corporate cock sucking – cock in the proverbial occult
fuck honour racket till – groupies; want a conversation about EoP Honour Ecofootprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?
Considering my experiences with your Radical Honesty – cock in the proverbial occult fuck
honour racket till – personal growth cult; I doubt it; but I could be wrong.

So speak up; if any of you give a fuck about buck stops here sincere conversation about EoP
Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking lifeboat ethics.
Whom should President Obama and Attorney General Lynch decide should be removed from
the American genepool? How should they be removed; by whom and when should they be
removed’?
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in Ecology of Peace v War is Peace NWO
negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Werner Erhard.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2016 1:06 PM
Subject: Stuart Holland; CC Brad Blanton & Werner Erhard: RE: EoP Corr: NSA & FSB: EoP Int:
Diem 25 Stuart Holland Henry Ltd Spokesman; Mossack Fonseca; Lahore Gulshan-e-Igbal Park
Swings.

__________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2016 1:06 PM
To: 'Stuart Holland'
Cc: 'Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training'; 'Harvard: Michael Jensen'; 'Landmark Corp: VantoGrp:
Steve Zaffron'; 'Landmark: Werner Erhard'; 'CC: SSRN: Gregg Gordon'; 'SSRN'; 'GSE Research'; 'GSE:
CEO: John Peters'; 'Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester'; 'Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of
Conservation: Reute Butler'; 'Evolutionary Collective'; 'Economic Principals: David Warsh'; 'Radical
Honesty'; 'Brad Blanton'; 'Trainers: Taber Shadburne'; 'Clara and Jerry Griffin'; 'Susan Campbell';
'Raven Dana'; 'Stephanie Roth'; 'Marina Dervan'; 'Julie Gregerson-Uderitz'; 'Grace Llewellyn'; 'Ed
Greville'; 'Keith Moon'; 'Etain O'Kane'; 'Maggie Doyle'; 'Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard:
Robyn Symon'; 'Walter Maksym'; 'CC: Terry M Giles Esq'; 'Darren Mack via William J Routsis II'
Subject: Stuart Holland; CC Brad Blanton & Werner Erhard: RE: EoP Corr: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: Diem
25 Stuart Holland Henry Ltd Spokesman; Mossack Fonseca; Lahore Gulshan-e-Igbal Park Swings.

Stuart Holland:
CC: Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton:
Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training (webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com);
Harvard: Michael Jensen (mjensen@hbs.edu); Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron
(info@vantogroup.com); Landmark: Werner Erhard (info@innovativeepm.com); CC: SSRN:
Gregg Gordon (Gregg_Gordon@SSRN.Com); SSRN (management@SSRN.Com); GSE
Research (enquiries@gseresearch.com); GSE: CEO: John Peters
(john.peters@gseresearch.com); Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester
(rchester@berkeley.edu); Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler
(info@friendsofconservation.org); Evolutionary Collective (info@evolutionarycollective.com);
Economic Principals: David Warsh (warsh@economicprincipals.com); Radical Honesty
(support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Trainers: Taber
Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Susan
Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana (raven@stresswizardcoaching.com);
Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com); Marina Dervan
(marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transforming-kids.org);
Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville (greville@aol.com); Keith Moon
(keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane (therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle
(maggie@multiversity.net); Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon
(robyn@symonproductions.com); Walter Maksym (wmaksym@gmail.com); CC: Terry M Giles
Esq (tg@oteam.com); Darren Mack via William J Routsis II (williamjroutsis@gmail.com)
Stuart Holland; CC Brad Blanton & Werner Erhard: RE: EoP Corr: NSA & FSB:
EoP Int: Diem 25 Stuart Holland Henry Ltd Spokesman; Mossack Fonseca; Lahore
Gulshan-e-Igbal Park Swings.
Re: EoP Interpretations of the Motives of FSB & NSA:
Herewith my 20 April 2016 correspondence to FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike
Rogers: Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: Diem 25 Stuart Holland Henry Ltd Spokesman;
Mossack Fonseca; Lahore Gulshan-e-Igbal Park Swings; providing them with my

interpretations of their possible EoP motivations for psychotronic droning of yourself; to
email me your 25 Feb fuck honour correspondence.

Re: EoP Interpretations of the Motives of Stuart Holland:
I am unaware of whether Stuart Holland has one goddamn bone in his body that gives a
flying fuck about an EoP Future. Consequently any EoP interpretation of the actions of
Stuart Holland; would be a lie.
Is there any cell, let alone bone; in the body of Stuart Holland; that gives a fuck about an
EoP future? If so clarify and I can spend time to attempt to interpret what the fuck that
lonely cell is attempting to say to the rest of Stuart Holland’s fuck honour body.
If Fuck Honour Stuart Holland is looking for a WiP ‘pretend I give a fuck about telling the
truth’ Dr. Truth Diem 25 spokesperson. Thanks, but no thanks.
Try Dr. Brad Blanton and any of his fuck honour Radical Honesty [read Radical Hypocrisy:
See FBI Fraud: Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Trainers] trainers; or Werner Erhard
and any of his ‘pretend I give a fuck about a new conversation’ [EoP v WiP NWO
negotiations: Comments Corr: PDF: Werner Erhard] corporate cocksucking Landmark
graduates.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations:
Diem25 [PDF]; (ii) EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Comments Corr: PDF: Werner Erhard; (iii)
FBI Fraud: Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Trainers: GMC 4643-13 applicant/s
correspondence to and from or about Brad Blanton / Radical Honesty aka Radical Hypocrisy
community [PDF].

Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

_______________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 2:00 PM
To: 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'; 'NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith Alexander'
Cc: 'Tax Justice'; 'James Henry'; 'Liz'; 'Info Africa'; 'Africa'; 'ICIJ: International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists'; 'Gerard Ryle'; 'Marina Walker Guevara'; 'Sasha Chavkin'; 'Mossack Fonseca:
Ramon Fonseca'; 'Bahamas'; 'British Anguilla'; 'British Virgin Islands'; 'Colombia'; 'Czech Republic'; 'DA
Lion'; 'Geneva'; 'Gibraltar'; 'Guayaquil'; 'Hangzhou'; 'Hong Kong'; 'Isle of Man'; 'Israel'; 'Jersey';
'Jinan'; 'Liechtenstein'; 'London'; 'Lugano'; 'Luxembourg'; 'Malta'; 'Ningbo'; 'Panama'; 'Peru'; 'Qindao';
'Quito'; 'Samoa'; 'Seychelles'; 'Shanghai'; 'Shenzhen'; 'Singapore'; 'Thailand'; 'The Netherlands';
'United Arab Emirates'; 'Uruguay'; 'Zurich'; 'Staff Officer'; 'Asst Director'; 'Additional IGP'; 'DIG I'; 'DIG
II'; 'AIG Admin'; 'DIG HQ'; 'DIG Info Tech'; 'DIG Legal'; 'AIG Legal Public Info Offcer'; 'AIG Human
Rights Cell'; 'IGP Investigation'; 'DIG Investigation'; 'DIG Operations'; 'AIG Operations'; 'IGP Counter
Terrorism'; 'Director Public Relations'; 'CPLC Lahore: Lahore Police Liaison Committee'; 'Yanis
Varoufakis'; 'Srećko Horvat'; 'Srećko Horvat'; 'Slavoj Zizek'; 'Istros Books'; 'PT: Coimbra: Stuart

Holland'; 'NL: Rijks Akademie'; 'Global University'; 'Analyze Greece'; 'Subversive Festival'; 'Dan
Berger'; 'European Alternatives'; 'Central & European Conference'; 'General Conference Team'; 'TV
Fest Bar'; 'Vendivek'; 'Insight Turkey'; 'PL: Bacaci Sjenki'; 'Intnl Marxist Humanist'; 'Dimitri Lascaris';
'Sharmini Peries'; 'Paul Jay'; 'Lawrence Wilkerson'; 'Bujdosó Gyula'; 'Zsolt Bayer via Fidesz: UJ
Demokracia Kozpont'; 'HU Intnl Comm Ofc: Zoltan Kovacs'; 'Prime Minister'; 'PM Cabinet'; 'Min Agric';
'Min Def'; 'Min Human Capacities'; 'Min Interior'; 'Press'; 'Min Justice'; 'Min National Development';
'Min National Economy'; 'PM Office'; 'Hungarian Spectrum: Eva Balogh'; 'Budapest Beacon'; 'Letters';
'Hungarian Free Press'; 'NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office'
Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: Diem 25 Stuart Holland Henry Ltd Spokesman; Mossack Fonseca;
Lahore Gulshan-e-Igbal Park Swings

TO: FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers
CC: Tax Justice; ICIJ; Mossack Fonseca:
CC: NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
CC: Punjab Police: Inspector General: Mushtaq Ahmad Sukhera: 27 March Lahore
Gulshan-e-Iqbal Park suicide bombing
CC: DIEM25: Democracy in Europe: Yanis Varoufakis; Srećko Horvat:
CC: Hungary: Viktor Orban & Zsolt Bayer:
CC: NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers:
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith
Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
Tax Justice; ICIJ; Mossack Fonseca:
Tax Justice (info@taxjustice.net); James Henry (john@taxjustice.net); Liz
(liz@taxjustice.net); Info Africa (infoafrica@taxjustice.net); Africa (africa@taxjustice.net);
ICIJ: International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (contact@icij.org); Gerard Ryle
(gryle@icij.org); Marina Walker Guevara (mwalker@icij.org); Sasha Chavkin
(schavkin@icij.org); Mossack Fonseca: Ramon Fonseca (WeCare@mossfon.com); Bahamas
(bahamas@mossfon.com); British Anguilla (britishanguilla@mossfon.com); British Virgin
Islands (general@mossfon-bvi.com); Colombia (colombia@mossfon.com); Czech Republic
(mossfon@mossfon.cz); DA Lion (dalian@mossfon.com.cn); Geneva (geneva@mossfon.ch);
Gibraltar (gibraltar@mossfon.gi); Guayaquil (guayaquil@mossfon.com); Hangzhou
(hangzhou@mossfon.com.cn); Hong Kong (hongkong@mossfon.com.hk); Isle of Man
(iom@mossfon.im); Israel (israel@mossfon.com); Jersey (jersey@mossfon.je); Jinan
(jinan@mossfon.com.cn); Liechtenstein (liechtenstein@mossfon.com); London
(mossfon@mossfon.co.uk); Lugano (lugano@mossfon.com); Luxembourg
(luxembourg@mossfon.com); Malta (malta@mossfon.com); Ningbo (ningbo@mossfon.com.cn);
Panama (mf@mossfon.com); Peru (peru@mossfon.com); Qindao (qingdao@mossfon.com.cn);
Quito (quito@mossfon.com); Samoa (samoa@mossfon.com); Seychelles
(seychelles@mossfon.com); Shanghai (shanghai@mossfon.com.cn); Shenzhen
(shenzhen@mossfon.com.cn); Singapore (singapore@mossfon.com.sg); Thailand
(thailand@mossfon.com); The Netherlands (Netherlands@mossfon.com); United Arab
Emirates (mossfon@hmlc.ae); Uruguay (uruguay@mossfon.com); Zurich
(zurich@mossfon.com);
Punjab Police: Inspector General: Mushtaq Ahmad Sukhera, PSP: 27 March
Lahore Gulshan-e-Iqbal Park suicide bombing
Staff Officer (psoigp.cpo@punjabpolice.gov.pk); Asst Director (mjamilbutt64@hotmail.com);
Additional IGP (additionaligpunjab@gmail.com); DIG I (digest.cpo@punjabpolice.gov.pk);
DIG II (digestt2012@yahoo.com); AIG Admin (aigcpo@gmail.com); DIG HQ
(dighqrs.cpo@punjabpolice.gov.pk); DIG Info Tech (shahpol1@hotmail.com); DIG Legal
(legalcpo555@gmail.com); AIG Legal Public Info Offcer (legalcpo555@gmail.com); AIG
Human Rights Cell (legalcpo555@gmail.com); IGP Investigation (diginvm@gmail.com); DIG

Investigation (diginvm@gmail.com); DIG Operations (cpocontrolroom@gmail.com); AIG
Operations (cpocontrolroom@gmail.com); IGP Counter Terrorism
(raitahir2000@hotmail.com); Director Public Relations (dpr.igp@gmail.com); CPLC Lahore:
Lahore Police Liaison Committee (info@cplc-lahore.gop.pk)
DIEM25: Democracy in Europe: Yanis Varoufakis; Srećko Horvat:
Yanis Varoufakis (yanisvaroufakis@gmail.com); Srećko Horvat (srecko.horvat@gmail.com);
Srećko Horvat (srecko.horvat@subversiveforum.com); Slavoj Zizek
(slavoj.zizek@guest.arnes.si); Istros Books (info@istrosbooks.com); PT: Coimbra: Stuart
Holland (sholland@fe.uc.pt); NL: Rijks Akademie (reservations@rijksakademie.nl); Global
University (our.global.u@gmail.com); Analyze Greece (analyzegr@gmail.com); Subversive
Festival (info@subversivefestival.com); Dan Berger (danberger81@gmail.com); European
Alternatives (talkrealnet@gmail.com); Central & European Conference (editorial@ecpr.eu);
General Conference Team (generalconference@ecpr.eu); TV Fest Bar
(contact@tvfestbar.com); Vendivek (vendvidek@citromail.hu); Insight Turkey
(bookreview@insightturkey.com); PL: Bacaci Sjenki (bacaci.sjenki@gmail.com); Intnl Marxist
Humanist (arise@internationalmarxisthumanist.org); Dimitri Lascaris
(dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com); Sharmini Peries (sharmini@therealnews.com); Paul Jay
(contact@therealnews.com); Lawrence Wilkerson (lbwilk@wm.edu)
Hungary: Viktor Orban & Zsolt Bayer:
Bujdosó Gyula (gbujdos1@gmail.com); Zsolt Bayer via Fidesz: UJ Demokracia Kozpont
(demokraciakozpont@fidesz.hu); HU Intnl Comm Ofc: Zoltan Kovacs (intcomm@mk.gov.hu);
Prime Minister (miniszterelnok@me.gov.hu); PM Cabinet (mk@mk.gov.hu); Min Agric
(sajto@fm.gov.hu); Min Def (hmugyfelszolgalat@hm.gov.hu); Min Human Capacities
(ugyfelszolgalat@emmi.gov.hu); Min Interior (ugyfelszolgalat@bm.gov.hu); Press
(sajto@bm.gov.hu); Min Justice (lakossag@im.gov.hu); Min National Development
(ugyfelszolgalat@nfm.gov.hu); Min National Economy (ugyfelszolgalat@ngm.gov.hu); PM
Office (titkarsag@me.gov.hu); Hungarian Spectrum: Eva Balogh
(information@hungarianspectrum.org); Budapest Beacon (inquiry@budapestbeacon.com);
Letters (letters@budapestbeacon.com); Hungarian Free Press
(editor@hungarianfreepress.com)
NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
via: NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office (shapepao@shape.nato.int)
NSA & FSB: EoP Int: Diem 25 Stuart Holland Henry Ltd Spokesman; Mossack
Fonseca; Lahore Gulshan-e-Igbal Park Swings
EoP interpretation of possible NSA-FSB crypto-speak; subject to EoP RH culture Reality
IQO caveat:
More possible NSA-FSB – Dr John Hall: Gov Mind Control Technologies psychotronic
composing Glass harp-toccata and fugue in D minor-Bach-BMW 565 geopolitical orchestra /
opera message’s of human crystal ego’s – Culture Change to EoP Honour Eco-footprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics crypto-speak.
*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*
From: Stuart Holland [mailto:sholland@fe.uc.pt]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:27 PM
To: andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation

Henry Thanks again and here is the latest short version of the case which will b published in
a few weeks by Spokesman. If you want to pass it on, keep it limited! S
-- EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations: Diem25 [PDF]:
*~~~~~~~*
Henry:


NYT: In Brussels Bombing Plot; a Trail of Dots not Connected: The most notable was
Najim Laachraoui, 24, who grew up in Schaerbeek and is thought by investigators to
have run the bomb-making atelier on Max Roos Street and an earlier workshop on
Henri Berge Street where explosives were assembled for the Paris Attacks.



Real News Network: Connecting Panama Papers Expose Kleptocracy in Action:
James S Henry dots; Reuters: Ramon Fonseca: 'successful but limited hack'; of
Mossack Fonseca due to "an international campaign against privacy"; ICIJ: The
Panama Papers: Power Players; Time: Panama Papers: Could Lead to Capitalism
Greatest Crisis: Leak shows what much of the world's 99% believes.….
o

o

Real News Network: Paul Jay’s Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign
Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson; particularly the predatory
capitalism…


ICC Judges: GMC 4643-13 applicants correspondence to ICC Judges
[PDF]: … “Basis for recommendation of EoP Axis include among
others; which has been shared with EoP Axis authorities; include
among others: Real News: Paul Jay’s Reality Asserts Itself: Who
Makes US Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson;
particularly the predatory capitalism part; which deals with the
necessity of the great powers cooperating to implement a new economic
order; to address the massive impending planetary social conflict
problems resulting from climate change, peak food, peak water, peak
oil, etc.”



BC & Ontario Attorney General: S Anton & M Meilleur [PDF]; DoJ:
Secretary for Justice: Rimsky Yuen [PDF]: ….. “A list of Ecology of
Peace ‘Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat
Ethics’ public and legal discussion efforts to support EoP Axis nations
military and political leadership to attempt to resolve the impending
consequences of planetary predatory capitalism -- Real News: Paul
Jay’s Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign Policy interview of
Lawrence Wilkerson; particularly the predatory capitalism part; which
deals with the necessity of the great powers cooperating to implement
a new economic order; to address the massive impending planetary
social conflict problems resulting from climate change, peak food, peak
water, peak oil, including how and where to bury 6 billion people – to
legally, politically and militarily cooperate to determine the best legal,
political and/or military options to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract; for humane, orderly and fair
deindustrialization and depopulation; can be found, and are updated,
at: MILED Clerk Notice and EoP legal submissions.”

Economic Inequality dots: Military Gospel According to Homer Lea: NASA: As
reported in Nasa funded Human (Predator) and Nature (Prey) Dynamics
(HANDY) studies: Humans who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in

Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse of Civilization/Empire cycles: GrecoRome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian, Assyrian, Babylonian,
Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid, Umayyad,
Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan.
Collapses result from (1) Ecological Strain and (2) Economic Stratification and
include the disappearance of between 90-99% of the populations (from famine,
disease and organized violence resource wars) including their kings, Gods,
calendars and other complex political and cultural institutions.
o

Economic Inequality Dots - Legal Financial Terrorism: Meltdown: Iceland
UKTerrorList-Landsbanki MasonicDefyGravityBankAdvertising [PNG]

o

EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations [PDF]: Culture Change: EoP Obs & Admin
Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?:
All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane
with a parachute; but you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea
of ‘I better think about how to pull the ripchord for my parachute so that I can
defy gravity with a scientifically proven method of defying gravity: namely a
parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic verbal gymnastics; and
once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour tits and
ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic
law new definition demands’ are not equal.

“Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki,
Coolie, Kike Power environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to
whine and whine and whine and whine and whine and whine and whine about
food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic
jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population,
species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change,
feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police,
etc; while doing sweet goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right
to breed/consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits
international law social contract; that is the root cause of everything they
whine about.”


Ind Elec Comm: EoP Culture IEC Cop21 Pol Party Submission
EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation:

Ask Cop 21 negotiators to vote on the following legally binding
suggestion to eliminate the manmade causes of global warming.
Cop 21 negotiators agree to support international law legislation
requiring all the worlds nations political parties to agree to implement
national legislation by 11 September 2016; that requires all their
citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits. Any political party which refuses to cooperate; is to lose their
political party license; and any nation that refuses to remove the
violating political party’s license may be legally charged in an
international court; by any individual in that nation or another nation
with the intention to bribe their citizens to overbreed or overconsume;
which shall be considered crimes of aggression acts of war; punishable
by the death penalty for every single member of that political party.
Once implemented all political parties will be on an even playing field
and will no longer be able to bribe their citizens with individual or
corporate welfare to vote for their political party. Politicians shall have
to find their Thomas Sankara backbones; to cooperate with their
citizens to teach them how to become cooperating self-reliant
sustainable nations.

o
o

‘Successful but limited hack’:
Success: EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → ZA: Capetown: 27 Feb:
Paarl: Murder: Shamonique Claasen, 10. ….. Anker tot Sukses / Anchor to
Success: …. How does NATO’s New Strategic Concept define ‘Success’ of its
Mission?
NATO’s Allied Command Operations, Strategic Communications Chief for
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), Mr. Mark Laity
implies that NATO welcomes and appreciates a “full and frank exchange of
ideas”, on issues pertaining to the mission of SHAPE StratCom, enunciated as:
“To put information strategy at the heart of all levels of policy, planning and
implementation, and then, as a fully integrated part of the overall effort,
ensure the development of practical, effective strategies that make a real
contribution to success.”
I do not know how NATO Generals or Admirals define ‘success’. As you are no
doubt aware, ‘success’ is an abstract concept, which means many different
things to different people. For example: "You may think you understand and
agree with me when I say, "We all want success." But surely we don't all want
the same things. Success means different things to each of us, and you can't be
sure of what I mean by that abstract term. On the other hand, if I say "I want
a gold Rolex on my wrist and a Mercedes in my driveway," you know exactly
what I mean (and you know whether you want the same things or different
things). Can you see that concrete terms are clearer and more interesting than
abstract terms?' -- Abstract, Concrete, General, and Specific Terms, by John
Friedlander, Assoc. Prof., English Dept. at Southwest Tennessee Community
College
Excerpt: Jus Sanguinis: 'Boere-Volkstaat for African White Refugees' Petition
to NATO Military Committee: Chiefs of Staff; c/o SHAPE & NATO Sec.
General Anders Fogh Rasmussen.



o

Jus Sanguinis: Constand Viljoen: As you are probably aware "Self
Determination" was my primary political goal in the crisis times of
our transition to national democracy. Therefore I am always willing to
sell the concept. As an inexperienced political leader I did my best to
establish the concept into the 1996 constitution. There are several
articles in the 96 constitution that were adopted as a result of the
insistence of my political party (Vryheids Front). The first document of
the Petition "23 April 1994 Accord on Afrikaner Self Determination"
was the principal to use the 96 Constitution two years later to
establish Self Determination. …… So I can help your petition to
provide my expert witness experience about the Akkord, but I doubt
about the opportunity for current success. I don't think the United
Nations has much of a concern for our South African National
Defense Force opinions.

Jus Sanguinis: Netherlands Embassy & Jus Sanguinis Experts: Update...
[South African National Defence Force opinions on] cultural schmuck reality
…..


DoD: NATO Birthday: 04 April 1949:




EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Edward Keinholz: The
Birthday: The Birthday: Artwork by Edward Keinholz;
depicting War is Peace conception and consequences thereof. A
woman is in a Masonic doctors floor (tiled floor); covered in dirt
(dirt represent the furrow / earth of a woman's vagina; where
the seed is planted). She is tied down (not consenting) while,
screaming into a bubble (her voice is censored), and giving birth
to missiles, implying Masonic use of women as human cattle
brood sows; to breed Human Factory Farming War Economy
cannon fodder.

04 April 1968: Memphis Tennessee: Martin Luther King Assassination;
allegedly by James Earl Ray; denied opportunity to withdraw his
guilty plea; who died in prison on 23 April 1998:


EoP Applicants: Request for Assistance of Counsel: Karen
Marshall [PDF] → Malcolm X was a well-known African
American Muslim; who was assassinated on 21 February 1965.
He was hated by many – white and black -- because among
others (a) he was a black man who ‘made it plain’; in other
words he spoke in plain simple village idiot language negroes
could understand; (b) he was incorruptible. When he found out
that his own Muslim church leader; whom he had loyally
served; was corrupt and a liar and deceiving the Muslims he
called his ‘flock’; he did not cover it up; or pretend he did not
notice; he confronted his Muslim pastor: Elijah Mohammed and
when Elijah Mohammed refused to amend his ways; he left the
church and exposed Elijah Mohammed.
Lara has often used Malcolm X quotes in Ecology of Peace
culture negotiations:
“Unlike plagues of the dark ages or contemporary diseases we

do not yet understand, the modern plague of overpopulation is
soluble by means we have discovered and with resources we
possess. What is lacking is not sufficient knowledge of the
solution but universal consciousness of the gravity of the
problem and education of the billions who are its victims. The
only way our overpopulation and overconsumption problems
can be solved. First the white man and the black man have to
be able to sit down at the same table. The white man has to be
able to feel free to speak his mind without worrying about
hurting the feelings of the negro. The so-called negro has to feel
free to speak his mind without worrying about hurting the
feelings of the white man. The soldiers have to be able to feel
free to speak their minds without worrying about hurting the
feelings of the civilians. The civilians have to feel free to speak
their minds without hurting the feelings of the soldiers. Then
they can bring the EoP v WiP issues that are under the rug out
on top of the table and take an intelligent approach to get the
problem solved” [Amended: Martin Luther King: Margaret
Sanger Human Rights Award Acceptance Speech 1966;
Malcolm X: Make it Plain].
o

EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]: 03 Dec 2015: Truthseeker 24:
Late Summer 2015: Martin Luther King & Memphis
Sanitation Workers Strike..
If Martin Luther King had gone to Lyndon Johnson and
said: Please help me to educate my African brothers
about Ecology of Peace facts reality; so that we can work
together to implement an American constitution based
upon Ecology of Peace factual reality that requires all of
American citizens to procreate and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits and set an example
for the world to follow in our footsteps: what would
Johnson and Americans response have been?
If Lyndon Johnson had gone to Martin Luther King and
said: Please help me to educate my Texas Aryan
Brotherhood brothers about Ecology of Peace facts
reality; so that we can work together to implement an
American constitution based upon Ecology of Peace
factual reality that requires all of America’s citizens to
procreate and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits and set an example for the world to
follow in our footsteps: what would King and AfricanAmericans response have been?
Would they have said:
I think it’s an excellent idea. I don’t know if it can be
done; but lets work together and cooperate to see if it
could be possible. Here is how you can help me; how
can I help you? What are our basic Ecology of Peace
facts premises….? and so on….

If so: They would have helped in the investigation to
draw up the Ecology of Peace Reality facts working
hypothesis conclusion that: (a) Earth is not flat; (b)
Earth renewable and non-renewable resources are
finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above
ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource
conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural
resources in accordance to local and national carrying
capacity limits; and restrict national and international
inter-cultural, racial and religious resource war
conflict; humans must reform and/or abolish the
Masonic War is Peace international law social contract;
and cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that restricts all the
worlds citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to
breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits.
“If the economy / your bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud /
Black/White Power Masonic Constitution is more
important to you than the environment; try holding
your breath; while you count your money / read your
bible / Koran / Torah / Talmud / Black/White Power
Masonic Constitution; and tell me what is more
important to your survival: protecting the ecological
foundation of life: our air, water and food by
implementing an Ecology of Peace international social
contract that restricts everyone’s breeding and
consumption to ecological carrying capacity limits; so
that all species on Earth can continue breathing,
drinking clean water; and having organic food to eat; or
counting your money / reading your Bible / Koran /
Torah / Talmud / Black/White Power Masonic
Constitution.” – amended quote of Guy McPherson;
who coined the term ‘Near Term Extinction’ [NTE]
which he writes about on his blog: Nature Bats Last.
o

o

.
Limited: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP Honour
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics? [PDF]: …… “Every right must be
evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the environment in which
these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right, “natural” or not, must
be evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a world that is limited,
we must inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to be absolute,
that the effect of each right on the suppliers as well as on the demanders must
be determined before we can ascertain the quantity of right that is admissible.
From here on out, ours is a limited world. Rights must also be limited. The
greater the population, the more limited the per capita supply of all goods;
hence the greater must be the limitation on individual rights, including the
right to breed. At its heart, this is the political meaning of the population
problem.” – Garrett Hardin, Limited World, Limited Rights.
Panama: Power Players: LAT: Ex-Mossad Agent's Ties to Noriega Give Israelis
Pause : Mercenaries: Mike Harari once worked for Mossad. But he became the
Panama strongman's right-hand man; and Panama Honorary Consul in Israel;

octogenarian source of “a creative solution to a problem that couldn’t be
solved.” – LA Times; Mathew Aid;


Mike Harari: Mossad, Bali & 9/11: In May 2014, Thai security officials
stole some important legal documents from my case-file in their
supreme court (it was the old case dragging on from 2003, which was
jointly instigated against me by the Israelis, Americans, and by their
Thai flunkies; the actual setup was organized by Mike Harari, acting
under aliases of "Doctor Haji Mohammed Husseini"). Once the Thais
stole the said documents from the case-file, they created a situation
where I could be thrown into their prison once again (as if it was not
enough for them that I spent more than one year in their jail in 20032004). And indeed it happened. I was sent to their prison for one year
in May 1, 2014.
The chief organizer of 911 invites YOU and YOU only to a breakfast to
celebrate the 911 attacks?
To continue answering your questions. Yes, it was only me alone who
was invited and no one else, but it is not the main point of my story at
all. The main point is that I know why the WTC was pulverized during
its collapse and I can explain the process in precise detail, as well as
explain in exact details any other parts of the 9/11 attack, including all
seeming 'inconsistencies' which no one else could satisfactorily explain
so far.
To be honest, I could tell you that a larger half of the Arab and
Pakistani communities in Bangkok, not to mention Russian, Serbian,
Iranian and others were openly celebrating the 9/11 event because it
was love from first sight. The 9/11 attack was ugly judging from the
point of view of the American people and from their obedient allies, but
when it comes to the rest of the bipeds the 9/11 attack seems a bit
beautiful in performance.
The US officials knew perfectly well who did the 9/11 and they even
know WHY they were punished in such a manner. But they can not do
anything against the real culprits, because it was them - the US
officials, who did the most of the actual crimes related to the 9/11
event.
So, there is nothing to complain about.
What the chief organizer (Mike Harari) thinks about you now? I think
he does not give a ####, neither do I. As I have told you the Americans
can not even bring him (Mike Harari) to the court, because he did not
do much in reality.
All he did was this: He rented offices on the necessary floors of the
WTC twin towers and had explosives installed to imitate plane impacts
and holes, plus he arranged for cameramen to film the 'planes' (he
means the scenes with stand-in actors where the planes would then be
digitally inserted into the video later, TBFWS Editor), plus he
arranged for a missile with broken detonators to be fired into the
Pentagon. Nothing more than that.

The US officials did the rest: they shoot down two planes (with people
onboard to publicly account for the WTC two explosions); they brought
remains of one plane to the Pentagon site; they demolished the twin
towers (with human beings still inside and around); moreover, they
demolished the WTC-7 building; they sent unprotected workers to
clean up 'ground zero'; they sent anthrax letters implying that they
were sent by Saddam Hussein emissaries, etc, etc, etc...;
Just compare the amount of guilt of the real 9/11 organizers and that
of the US officials.
So, the real 9/11 organizer does not give a #### really. Because all the
high-ranking US officials know who did it anyway and my book would
not add to their knowledge. It would only add to the knowledge of the
general public.
If you think I know the entire 9/11 story, of course I do not know the
entire chain of events in precise details (such as, for example, the exact
details of the plane 'hijackings' or the names of the low-ranking
Freemasons involved in the setup, or the exact details of how exactly
they pressed the red buttons and who exactly convinced them to do so
and on which minute and second of the day)."
– Dmitry Khalezov; Bibliotecapleyades.


Breakfast: EoP Applicants Corr ICC Judges [PDF]: “Original
basis for recommendation of Mossad / Shinbet as EoP Axis
Coercion; which has been shared with PM Netanyahu; include
among others: [ABC RN Breakfast] Israel’s Shin Bet Generals
call for peace.”

Harry:
→ Harry Baxter:

Francis Ona & Harry Baxters Coconut Revolution.
o

EoP Applicants: Weebly [PDF]: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 12:11 PM:
Subject: GMC app & obs: FW: Documents for Karen Marshal Feedback:
McVeigh Faked Execution & Russia Assisted Suicide
Francis Anthony "Frank" Keating: Keating is an American politician from
Oklahoma. He served as the 25th governor of Oklahoma from 1995 to 2003;
and oversaw the state's response to the Oklahoma City bombing. Keating is
a former President and Chief Executive Officer of the American Council of
Life Insurers, the trade association for the life insurance and retirement
security industry. On January 1, 2011, Keating became president and CEO
of the American Bankers Association; which represents banks of all sizes and
charters and is the voice for the nation's $14 trillion banking industry and its
2 million employees. Address: 1120 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Washington,
DC 20036.
Frank Keating’s brother Martin was author of the 1991 fictional book The
Final Jihad; where a man called Tom McVey bombs an OKC federal building
as a story in fictional literature. In the Final Jihad fictional literature

McVay is stopped by a highway patrolman for having a broken tail-light. In
real life four years later McVeigh is stopped by a highway patrolman for
having a broken license plate. In the Final Jihad fictional literature, ‘jihad’
represents Masonic Muslim militant organized religion ‘jihad struggle’
against Masonic Christians. In real life Timothy McVeigh’s ‘Final Jihad’
depicts his Ecology of Peace Christian – military, spiritual, economic, sexual,
emotional, legal, psychological – ‘jihad struggle’ with Masonic Muslims,
Christians, military necessity bombing of the OKC Federal Building; to plead
to his military necessity ‘shot heard around the world’ defence motives to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that
requires all the worlds citizens to take responsibility for their jihad/struggle
to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.


EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → General Overview of events Bubble
conscious images: ….. 16-03-26_NotAboutNail_Giraffe_F104Starfighter_JADowney
[PNG]

Stuart:
→ Stew:


EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Stan McChrystal: Illusion of Being
Connected: Michael Ruppert: “One cannot expect to follow the recipe for road-kill
stew and produce a creme brulee.”



Roadkill Stew Masonic Cuntstudushin:
o EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Four Corners: Navajo: Robert Lavoy
Finicum: Bundy Malheur Ranch Occupation: Robert LaVoy Finicum was
killed the day before his birthday; on 26 January 2016; during the 2016
occupation of the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge in Oregon; grew up on
the Navajo Reservation in the Four Corners area of the American West.
Wikipedia: Robert LaVoy Finicum; Navajo Nation Parks: Navajo Reservation
in the Four Corners area.
o USA v Aamon Bundy et al: EoP Amicus Request; RE: WiP Case No. 16-MJ00006: USA v A Bundy et al [PDF] → 08 Jan – 03 Feb 2016: Correspondence
to Malheur Wildlife Refugee occupation disputing parties: (i) Harney Co.
choking with Liberty Valance Cuntstudushin moral supremacists pretending
they give a fuck about peace and justice; (ii) EoP Simple Root Cause Problem
Solving Recommendation: Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics.
 Consequently I am concluding that all organizations and individuals
would prefer to resolve your issues in dispute by means of Masonic
War is Peace – Fuck Honour Multiculti Buttfuck Banana Republic
America rule of economic, political and military force, aka yum yum
fuck fuck economic and population growth economic inequality slavery
and unemployment misery, yum yum human sacrifice fuck fuck civil
war gore – Malheur Forest OJ Simpson Bronco FBI chase and Wild
West Injun hunting shootout at the OK Horney Cowboys Corral on
FBI teeeveeee – pornography, deception and propaganda, etc –
practices? Re: Injun Hunting: JD Blackfoot: Legend of Crazy Horse.
FBI tv: Edited Version of FBI Video of Joint FBI & OSP Operation.
16-01-29: MoePeteFrog-



ChrisHarperMercer_UmpquaCC_McVeighPrisonLettersReMasonicCannibalRevolutions.
MoePeteFrog:
 Frode Moe:
 EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Frode Moe [PDF]:
Confirmation EoP Representation Re: Frode Moe ‘Mental
Disorder’ motivations.

→ Stuart-Buttle:

EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations: Diem25 [PDF] → 25 February 2015: TCM
Associates & Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge: Peter & Timmy Stuart-Buttle.... Lara
& Timothy 19 April 1995 coincidence.

Holland:
→ Jus Sanguinis: 2011: Netherlands Embassy.
→→ 03/04/2016: Netherlands Embassy & Jus Sanguinis News Update.

PT / Portugal:
→ Frank Carlucci: Carlucci became US Ambassador to Portugal, and served in this position
from 1974 until 1977. He is still very fondly remembered in Portugal among the winners of
the November 25 Coup d'État.


Carlyle Group; General Dynamics, Westinghouse, Ashland Oil, Neurogen, CB
Commercial Real Estate, Nortel, BDM International, Quaker Oats, Kaman; Envion
USA, Wackenhut; G2 Satellite Solutions; Nortel Networks, Middle East Policy
Council, US-Taiwan Business Council, RAND Corporation
o EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → The Playing ‘Sweep away the dirt’
Genocide Holocaust Fuck Fuck with Masonic War is Peace Slavery Addicted
fuck honour cockroaches Arms Trade is Big Business.



Project for the New American Century (PNAC)
o Nederland 2/Channel 2: TweeVandaag: Dutch TV: 9 Sept 2005: Michael
Meacher Question 911.
 Doc: Rebuilding America’s Defenses:
 EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships &
Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking
Lifeboat Ethics? → Overpopulation & Overconsumption
Causes of Scarcity & Conflict: United States, Canada, United
Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military, Intelligence
Agency and Government Reports about Overpopulation and
Overconsumption as sources of Resource Conflict are available
at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea; such as for
example: Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Warfare Requirements
and Programs: Powering America’s Defense: Energy and
the Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis,
CNA.
o Channel Four: African Population Explosion Poverty
Crisis; Ted Koppel: CIA & Pentagon on: Population
Growth & Resource Wars; Al Bartlett: China’s One
Child Population Policy Climate Change Negotiations.





Michael Meacher: We do need to know the facts:
 Ecology of Peace Facts
 Michael Smoocher / Kisser: Its Not About the Nail
Kiss/Smooch
Brzezinski central asia - alea iacta est / Die is Cast / Crossing Rubicon
 Marc Lepine Suicide Statement Feminists Hitlist
 EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations Comm Corr [PDF]: Avant
Gardens: -- Putin Attaturk Feminist: “Attaturk knew that for
his movement to succeed and be permanent. He had to create a
struggle that was initiated and supported by the people.
Everything had to be legitimate and ideologically well-founded.
A revolutionary ideal at the time it was announced to the
whole country from the city of Amasia.” -- Mustafa Kemal
Attuturk: Attaturk the Feminist Warrior.
o “Snowden told us nothing we didn't know before. I
think everybody has long been aware of that. Electronic
intelligence is about surveillance of individuals and
organizations. In the context of combating
international terrorism it becomes a global
phenomenon and such methods are generally
practicable... As long as it is exercised within the
boundaries of the law that regulates intelligence
activities, it's alright.” - President Vladimir Putin June 11, 2013, 2013; Russia Today interview:
Transcript.
 “There are no secure computers. There are no
secure networks.” - Amit Yoran; Former Cyber
Security Director, US Dept of Homeland
Security; Web Warriors.
 Crossing Rubicon / Collapse.
o Donald Rumsfeld: Global War on Terror Metrics [PDF]
 Meltdown: Christine Le Gard Metrics
o Cheney EMP Attack warning End of Grid &
Civilization.
o Pakistan ISI General: General Hamid Gul 9/11 Inside
Job.



Coup d’Etat:
o → EoP Military Necessity Coup:
 Correspondence
 Military Necessity Doctrine.
o Afrikan Centered Education: Aboriginal group fights to stop Queensland
$16Bn Carmichael coalmine.
 Francis Ona & Harry Baxters Coconut Revolution.



Frontier Group → Utopia Residences → Utopia ocean liner: "A Cruise That Never
Ends".
o Trick Schneider: San Diego Hornblower cruises whale watching ship crashes
into pier.
o 07 Dec 2009: George Airport: SA Airlink crash onto R404/104 ring road:
Kathryn Report; Pharside; SA Weather Observer: reverse thrust… Chris
Hoare … lightning; ShowMe: … lucky break.



Lahore: 27 March Lahore Gulshan-e-Iqbal Park suicide bombing; a
few feet away from the children’s swings.
 Childrens Swings: Suspect Zero: Orobouros: Plates on Wall:
Big ‘S’ & ‘O’ Oroborous – Suspect Zero.
o Haaretz: Labour Party: Israel behind ISIS: dog doesn’t
bite its own tail.
 Iqbal Khan: Commander IV Corps Lahore at time of 05 July
1977 coup.
o EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Steppe …
Genghis Khan → Cop 21 [PDF]: 19 Dec 2015: 7-52 AM;
17 Jan 2016 11:23; 22 Jan 2016: 1:13 AM: If
implemented, EoP Axis humane depopulation and
deindustrialization shall have better climate change
results than Genghis Khan the Green.
 27 March: PMO: Provost Marshalls Office: Military Police.
o Cooper Mop: “...an organization cannot have a
conservation policy without having a population
policy....the sanity test — in which the candidate,
confronted with an overflowing sink, is classified
according to whether he reaches for the faucet or the
mop.” -- Daniel B. Luten; as quoted by William Milton
Cooper in Behold a Pale Horse.
-- EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Comments Corr
[PDF]: The White House.



Reverse Thrust: Time difference that it takes for a dinghy with an
outboard motor to avoid crashing into a pier/iceberg; compared to a
whale watching boat [last second – Hocky-L shape turn]; tallship;
nuclear powered aircraft carrier [miles/hours of slowing down; using
reverse thrust to slowly dock next to a pier; culture-ship of 7.4 billion
people?
 Hocky L Shape:
o EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → Trump
Towers Clock: What time is it? Ecology: How long do
you have to escape, if trapped in Yankee stadium with
an exponential drip? Power of Compounding of
Exponential Growth: Excerpts: The Crash Course →
Understanding Exponential Growth: Virus / Scorpions
trapped in a bottle? → Accelerated Common Sense
Crash Course: EoP v WiP NWO Wealth Transfer
Options.
 Hockey: 07 Sept 2011 Yak-Service Flight 9633, Yak-Service
Yakovlev Yak-42 Lokomotiv Yaroslavl Ice Hockey crash: Yak
ran off runway, struck tower mast, crashed next to Volga river
bank; killing all on board; including Lokomotiv Yaroslavl ice
hockey team; except avionics flight engineer.
o Yak Shit: primary source of energy for Tibetan Plateau,
Mongolia areas without trees.
 Y is for Yak Shit.
 China Daily: Ethnic Tajik life through the lens
of a People’s Liberation Army soldier Wang Lei:
1: Family Love; II: Outdoor Life; III: Kiss
Greeting: A Tajik woman sun-dries sheep and
Yak cow dung.





Alex Jones Hammer Y: David Hammer talks
about McVeigh and Government prior
knowledge of OKC Bombing.
 La Reine del Sur – Kate del Castillo-El
Chapo:

David Petraeus [PDF]: 21 Jan
2016 ….. EoP Root Cause
Problem Solving Options for
Fixing Media Ethics
Drug/Terror Wars … El
Chapo Speaks: 11 July 2015
Antiplano tunnel escape.
 Karen Marshall [PDF]: 30
March 2016: …. 11 July
2015 … Jana Cummins:
Upstairs at Harrys.
Peak Oil: 16 Dec 2005: Hirsh Report:
o 16 Dec: Battle of Blood River – Day of Covenant –
Truth & Reconciliation.
o 16 Dec 1985: Sparks Steak house NY: Assassination of
Gambino Crime Family Boss of Bosses: Paul Castellano
by men dressed as Russians, on orders of Jon Gotti and
Salvatore Sammy the Bull Gravano
 2 Dec 1985: Death of Gambino Crime family
Underboss and peacemaker Tall Guy Neil de La
Croche.
 Thomas Sankara: The Upright Man.
 2 Dec 1859: Death of John Brown: Executed for
Harper Ferry Raid.
o Peak Oil Hirsh: Saudi Arabia plans 2 Trillion
megafund for post-oil era; to dwarf all rivals.

PT: Portugal; US: USA; CA: Canada:
→ US/CA: USA: UE Fraud: Canada BC Vancouver [PDF] 07 March 2016: NSA & FSB: EoP
Interpretation: Vancouver Beatty St, Dunnmuir, Georgia Bombthreats & Terri Kenning
VanPD. → Teri Kenning: Buckeye Firearms Forum: Gun Licensing; New Horizons
Church: Prayer Time Skit; Amazing Grace Violin solo; Holy, Holy, Holy. …… Amira
Willighagen: O Mio Babbino Caro & O Holy Night: 15-1021_BibiNetanyahu_BinocularsUgandaEntebbeRaidYoni_HitlerMuftiFinalSolutionPlaceUnderSun; Excerpt: [PDF: British Army / UJMC-SF44:
Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics; or Not Back to
School Harney Co Judas Goat Cipher Camp Games?].
Limited:
→ EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships & Culture Change to EoP
Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?

AnthroCorpocentric Jurisprudence’s Innocence for Sale Indulgence Legal Matrix:
“Corporations are a Frankenstein monster which States have created by their
corporation laws.” - Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis, 1916
“Every right must be evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the
environment in which these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right,
“natural” or not, must be evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a world
that is limited, we must inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to be
absolute, that the effect of each right on the suppliers as well as on the demanders

must be determined before we can ascertain the quantity of right that is admissible.
From here on out, ours is a limited world. Rights must also be limited. The greater
the population, the more limited the per capita supply of all goods; hence the greater
must be the limitation on individual rights, including the right to breed. At its heart,
this is the political meaning of the population problem.” – Garrett Hardin, Limited
World, Limited Rights
o McVeigh words to court: For two days, the jury discussed McVeigh's fate. On
Friday, June 13, 1997, the jury's decision was announced: death. Two months
later, McVeigh returned to Judge Matsch's courtroom to hear the formal
pronouncement of his sentence. Asked by the judge if he had anything to say,
McVeigh quoted from a 1928 dissenting opinion by Supreme Court Justice
Louis Brandeis: "'Our government is the potent, the omnipresent teacher.
For good or ill, it teaches the whole people by its example.' That's all I have."
After Matsch pronounced the sentence of death, McVeigh was escorted from
the courtroom by federal marshals, to be readied for transport to Florence,
Colorado, the site of a federal prison known as "Supermax."

* ~~~~~ * * ~~~~~ *

Its Not About the Nail Kiss/Smooch:
Its Not About the Nail Group Therapy:
PNG: Its Not About the Nail | Terence McKenna: Masonic War is Peace industrial
civilization is a pointed loaded gun | Departed PNG: Cops or Criminals: When facing a
loaded gun; what’s the difference? | Group Therapy: Sometimes it Works!
If your activism to end racism, slavery, oppression, climate change; food shortages, food
inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil,
peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak
resources, climate change, feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism,
militarization of police, etc; does not include discussion of the root – ‘right to breed / consume
with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of the Masonic War is
Peace social contract –overpopulation and consumption causes of those socio-economic,
psycho-political and ecological resource war problems; your activism is just another ‘Its not
about the Nail’ Masonic War is Peace Bullshit the Public Relations Stunt.
If the nail you are hammering is to abolish the Masonic War is Peace social contract and
replace it with an Ecology of Peace social contract; then that nail is simultaneously
addressing a multitude of ecological overshoot problems: whether crime and violence,
unemployment and poverty, food shortages, inflation, political instability, loss of political
freedoms, conformist political correctness, vanishing species, garbage and pollution, urban
sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, resource depletion, etc.
Put simply the nail is in the bulls eye target zone, and each hammer strike, sends problem
solving solution ripples to each of all of these problems; whereas if you find a nail and stick
it in only one of these problem areas; each hammer strike is pointless; because in the
absence of addressing the root cause of the problem: Masonic War is Peace ‘right to
breed/consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ social contract;
the particular problem you are focussed on is only going to get worse; as the tap of
overpopulation / overconsumption-ecological overshoot resource scarcity grows and grows
and grows.

-- Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Malcolm X
Grassroots Movement; CNN.
*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*
NB: Ecology of Peace observations and interpretations caveat:
Any interpretation herein implied of another persons motives could be anything from 0%
upto 100% correct or incorrect. Until confirmed; they are only working hypothesis
interpretations; NOT FACTS.
Reminder: Factual Reality is founded upon FACTS: if overt: what happened, who said what,
who did what to whom, how and when. We create the world by noticing who, what, when
and how via our senses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. Interpretive Reality is
founded upon the INTERPRETATION OF FACTS: Generally speaking when we consider
'why' the observed individual overtly or covertly did or said what and how and when; we
enter into subjective interpretive reality. If the whom, when, how or what act is not factually
unequivocal -- i.e overt -- but covert and hidden; then a puzzle combination of smaller
evidentiary facts can enable an interpretation of 'how'; 'when'; 'who' and/or 'what'. [Excerpt:
EoP RH culture Reality IQO].
Bubble conscious image and more background information sources shall be uploaded to:
UJMC SF 44.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) EoP Applicants: Req for Asst of
Counsel: NSA & FSB: [PDF]: EoP Int Forensic Data; (ii) EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations:
Diem25 [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | Sent: Saturday, April 23, 2016 4:06 PM
To: Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Trainers
Subject: Brad Blanton & RH: TC: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel
Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout.

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, April 23, 2016 4:06 PM
To: 'Radical Honesty'; 'Brad Blanton'; 'Trainers: Taber Shadburne'; 'Clara and Jerry Griffin'; 'Susan
Campbell'; 'Raven Dana'; 'Stephanie Roth'; 'Marina Dervan'; 'Julie Gregerson-Uderitz'; 'Grace
Llewellyn'; 'Ed Greville'; 'Keith Moon'; 'Etain O'Kane'; 'Maggie Doyle'
Subject: Brad Blanton & RH: TC: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law
& Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout

Radical Honesty (support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com);
Trainers: Taber Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin
(venusrise@aol.com); Susan Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana
(raven@stresswizardcoaching.com); Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com);
Marina Dervan (marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz
(julie@transforming-kids.org); Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville
(greville@aol.com); Keith Moon (keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane
(therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle (maggie@multiversity.net);
Brad Blanton & RH: TC: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG
Steel Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’
blackout
Transparency copy of 23 April 2016 correspondence to FSB Gen Bortnikov et al; that
includes references to Brad Blanton.
A copy of this correspondence shall be included in GMC 4643-13 applicant/s
correspondence to and from or about Brad Blanton / Radical Honesty aka Radical
Hypocrisy community [PDF]
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone

________________________________________
From: Lara Johnstone | To: FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Rogers [PDF]
CC: Web Warriors; Culture Change & Tall Ships [PDF]; EoP Applicants [PDF]: Timothy
McVeigh & Stan McChrystal; NATO Military Committee via SHAPE
Sent: Saturday, April 23, 2016 2:59 PM
Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root
cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout
_________________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, April 23, 2016 2:59 PM
To: 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'; 'Gen Keith Alexander'
Cc: 'Conflicts Forum'; 'Conflicts Forum'; 'Alastair Crooke'; 'Michel Samaha'; 'Valdai Club: Oleg

Barabanov'; 'Sail Transport Network & Culture Change: Jan Lundgren'; 'Tall Ships America'; 'Sea
Cloud'; 'Intnl Yacht Collection: Sean Cassidy'; 'via: NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office'; 'Timothy
McVeigh'; 'Stan McChrystal'
Subject: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root
cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout

TO: FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers
CC: Web Warriors, Culture Change & Tall Ships:
CC: EoP Applicants: Timothy McVeigh & Stan McChrystal
CC: NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers:
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA Adm Mike Rogers via Gen Keith
Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
Valdai Club & Conflicts Forum:
Conflicts Forum (info@conflictsforum.org); Conflicts Forum (info@conflictsforum.com);
Alastair Crooke (alastair@conflictsforum.com); Michel Samaha
(exchange@conflictsforum.com); Valdai Club: Oleg Barabanov (press@valdaiclub.com)
Web Warriors:
F-Secure: Tuomo Pentikäinen (Tuomo.pentikainen@biisafe.com); Helsinki (Helsinki@FSecure.com); Michael Toftegaard (michael.toftegaard@f-secure.com); Ulla Toivanen
(ulla.toivanen@f-secure.com); Resilient: Bruce Schneier (info@resilientsystems.com); Byres
Security: Eric Byres (eric.byres@tofinosecurity.com); Craig Silverman
(craig@craigsilverman.ca); Defcon: Neil (neil@defcon.org); Kenneth Geers via Atlantic
Council (Press@atlanticcouncil.org); IT Harvest: Richard Stiennon (richard@it-harvest.com);
Kristin Haggar (kristin@kristinhaggar.com); Kaspersky: Eugene Kaspersky via ZA
(partner.support@kaspersky.com); IRL: Jaak Aaviksoo (jaak.aaviksoo@hm.ee); Palo Alto
Networks: Rick Howard (rhoward@paloaltonetworks.com); Belden: Michael Salvador
(michael.salvador@belden.com); Heather MacKenzie
(heather.mackenzie@tofinosecurity.com); Steve Lampen (Steve.Lampen@belden.com);
Michelle Foster (Michelle.Foster@belden.com); Paul Kish (paul.kish@belden.com); Dwayne
Crawford (dwayne.crawford@belden.com); Mike Peterson (michael.peterson@belden.com);
Mike Miclot (Mike.Miclot@belden.com); Brian Oulton (brian.oulton@belden.com); Kristen
Poulos (kristen.poulos@belden.com); Noah Montena (nmontena@ppc-online.com);
Culture Change & Tall Ships:
Sail Transport Network & Culture Change: Jan Lundgren (jan@culturechange.org); Tall
Ships America (asta@tallshipsamerica.org); Sea Cloud (seacloud@seacloud.com); Intnl Yacht
Collection: Sean Cassidy (scassidy@iyc.com)
Timothy McVeig & Stan McChrystal:
Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); Stan McChrystal
(stan@mcchrystalgroup.com)
NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
via: NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office (shapepao@shape.nato.int)
NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan
McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs wacking a mole’ blackout
EoP interpretation of possible NSA-FSB crypto-speak; subject to EoP RH culture Reality
IQO caveat:

More possible NSA-FSB – Dr John Hall: Gov Mind Control Technologies psychotronic
composing Glass harp-toccata and fugue in D minor-Bach-BMW 565 geopolitical orchestra /
opera message’s of human crystal ego’s – Culture Change to EoP Honour Eco-footprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics crypto-speak.
“When we try to pick out anything by itself; we find it hitched to everything else in the
universe.” - John Muir
Harney Co Library: John Muir Birthday.
General Overview of events Bubble conscious images:
16-04-21_TT_LTF_NegressDiary_I;
16-04-21_TT_LTF_NegressDiary-II
*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*
22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law:
[ Afrikaner Guana Guy: Name is equivalent to “Reg: Law; and Hard as in steel’; includes
‘swan’ and ‘pool’ ] called yesterday. My cellphone cut off; battery was too low. So I sent him
an SMS; informing him that I had sent him an email; which informed him that my cellphone
battery was flat; and asked him what he wanted. Today I went to pick up his guano [pigeon
poo of his racing pigeons]; as I usually do for composting. He said he had never received my
email; which I had sent to his gmail account. I said sometimes there are strange things
going on with my computer; cell phone and stuff. He said he wanted to speak to me about
some compost. The property he rents had just doubled; as the people who used to live next
door had moved out; and the owner of that property was the same as the owner from whom
he rents. So he decided to rent both properties. He is fixing up the property next door; to fit
in with the guesthouse he runs on the original property. The next door property needs a lot
of fixing up; but has a huge garden. In one corner was a large heap of leaves they had raked
up under a tree; some of which had turned to compost. I said I did not have access to enough
space for it all. I suggested he make a nice compost bin in the corner; and use some of the
space in the garden for fruit/food garden; and the compost would be very useful. He got
angry and said he needs to make a profit; he is not interested in utopia ideas that don’t
make any money; that he needs to survive. I said my suggestions were in accordance to
preparing for the consequences of peak oil [having access to food to eat; that is grown on
your own property and does not require money to purchase]. He said his clients would not
find a food/fruit garden to be pretty and pleasant garden. I said I guess we will just have to
agree to disagree; that we have different points of view about what people consider beautiful
and what they need to survive. He agreed. He also said he had another pigeon racing friend;
who had guano I could pick up [His name is same as one of the Navy prosecutors in JAG tv
series]
*~~~~~~~*
EoP Applicants / Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: Req Asst of Counsel: FSB & NSA: EoP
Int Forensic Data [PDF]:
Lots of references to consequences of peak oil in EoP Int Forensic Data: Here are a few:
PNG: Peak Oil; Population; Resources; Scarcity & Conflict Books & Documentaries: Bottleneck: Humanity’s Impending Impasse;
Crude Impact; A Crude Awakening; The End of Suburbia; Entropy and the Second Law; Environment, Scarcity and Violence;
Living within Limits; Managing the Commons; Our Ecological Footprint; The Party’s Over: Oil, War and the Fate of Industrial
Societies; Peak Everything: Waking Up to the Century of Declines; The Power of Community: How Cuba Survived Peak Oil;
Running on Emptiness: The Pathology of Civilization; Collapse; The Story of B; Overshoot: The Ecological Basis For
Revolutionary Change; What A Way to Go: life at the End of Empire; The Valour of Ignorance.

PNG: The Oil Factor Behind the War on Terror | Clusterbombs Skull Bones | Dick Cheney Plane Fist | Helmet Pie Sign
PNG: On 22 May 2008, the nail bomb Nicky Reilly’s nail detonated in the toilets of Giraffe café in the Princesshay Shopping
Centre in Exeter, Devon. Reilly’s nail bomb in three glass bottles exploded in his face as he was struggling to open the toilet
door lock. Police found another nail bomb inside the café after everybody had been evacuated. Reilly was diagnosed with
Asperger’s Syndrome. | Asparagus | Brussels Sprouts | Brussels City logo | UN Water Logo | 22 March UN World Water Day
logo | Yale Skull and Bones 322 Secret Society logo | Brian Hendricks: The Beauty of Certainty.

*~~~~~~~*
From: Wouter van Schalkwyk [mailto:woutervanza@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2016 9:19 PM
To: jmc.pa.tf@gmail.com
Subject: Dutch heritage

Howzit
Trust all is well.
I have been following you regarding the possibility of getting out of south africa via my
Dutch roots being an afrikaner.
Any other news from them since your post 3 weeks ago?
Kind regards,
Wouter
*~~~~~~~*
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2016 10:19 AM
To: 'Wouter van Schalkwyk'
Subject: Re: Dutch heritage

Wouter van Schalkwyk
To whom should I forward your correspondence? I don’t know anyone by the name of Howzit.
I don’t have any followers; don’t want any.
It appears you were confused when you sent this email to me. I suggest you find the correct
person you wanted to email.
Lara Johnstone
*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*
Wouter:
S.Y. Aiglon:
German Engineer: Wouter / Walter Gesche
American First Mate: Kenny Libby from Kennebunkport: Home of Putin and Bush’s Lobster
Summit.

S.Y. Aiglon reference available as posted in Complaint to ICC: Lara Johnstone v Desmond
Tutu et al.
S.Y. Aiglon reference in EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Corr: [PDF]: 26 Jan:
Culture Change.

*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*
22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs
wacking a mole’ blackout
At 19:18.pm I had just partially read Culture Change email: Awakening to Responsible
Community Membership for Earth Day: Turning 21; and made a mental note to unsubscribe
from their ‘pretend we give a fuck about culture change’ crap; and was busy saving a new
Chapter 14 of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]; to comment
on Anarchy Radio with John Zerzan: Sperm Whales found fully of car parts and plastic;
‘Don’t know; I don’t have any children’; so I went to youtube to find the Stan McChrystal
‘sincere root cause problem solving not about the nail group therapy vs wacking a mole’
interview on U.S. Military Strategy; when there was a blackout; of what appeared to be a
significant part of George. The blackout lasted until 21:17 hrs.
****
Harry & Blackout:
Wack a Mole Harry:
S.Y. Spirit of Knysna:
Skipper: Dutch: Harry Molenaar. [In Afrikaans; to be ‘naar’; means to feel sick; like you
want to vomit]
S.Y. Spirit of Knysna reference available as posted in Complaint to ICC: Lara Johnstone v
Desmond Tutu et al.
EoP Applicants / Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: Req Asst of Counsel: FSB & NSA: EoP
Int Forensic Data [PDF]: 20 April 2016: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: Diem 25 Stuart Holland
Henry Ltd Spokesman; Mossack Fonseca; Lahore Gulshan-e-Igbal Park Swings … Web
Warriors:
Blackout:
“No one could predict what is about to happen. Nobody is allowed into city hall cause the
metal detectors arn't working. .. One hundred power plants shut down affecting fifty million
people in two countries... An emergency has been declared in New York State. In a matter of
seconds, fifty million people simply fall off the grid. Phone lines and water systems fail.
Thousands of people are trapped in elevators and subways. ... It is August 14th, 2003... and
the largest blackout in North American history causes six billion in damages. The official
cause: overgrown trees on the power lines; but there is more to this story than troublesome
trees. Just three days earlier on August 11th, someone, somewhere released one of the most
damaging computer viruses ever written. Blaster. .... F-Secure Niko Hepannin... Did a
computer virus somehow contribute to the Blackout.? ..... Bonnie: We could certainly shut
down the United States critical infrastructure; I would assume within a day. Dedicatedly I
would give it one week of research; one day to take it down. That means taking out the
power grid; it means taking out the communication power; it means taking out probably the
military capacity of the United States; to function properly. We would probably go into a
police state at that point. [Is that an exaggeration?]. No I don't think so. …. stormworm
alone has infected at least fifty million computers; and it has not been used for anything; so
there is this hovering literally perfect storm; of potential attack; so the concern is that if the

storm worm has created all these compromised computers; and in themselves created this
almost massive computer; and if very bad people have control of this; they may be able to do
very bad things; on a very very big scale.”
------ Excerpt FSB & NSA: EoP Int Forensic Data ----Harry:
→ Harry Baxter:

Francis Ona & Harry Baxters Coconut Revolution.
o

EoP Applicants: Weebly [PDF]: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 12:11 PM:
Subject: GMC app & obs: FW: Documents for Karen Marshal Feedback:
McVeigh Faked Execution & Russia Assisted Suicide
Francis Anthony "Frank" Keating: Keating is an American politician from
Oklahoma. He served as the 25th governor of Oklahoma from 1995 to 2003;
and oversaw the state's response to the Oklahoma City bombing. Keating is
a former President and Chief Executive Officer of the American Council of
Life Insurers, the trade association for the life insurance and retirement
security industry. On January 1, 2011, Keating became president and CEO
of the American Bankers Association; which represents banks of all sizes and
charters and is the voice for the nation's $14 trillion banking industry and its
2 million employees. Address: 1120 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Washington,
DC 20036.
Frank Keating’s brother Martin was author of the 1991 fictional book The
Final Jihad; where a man called Tom McVey bombs an OKC federal building
as a story in fictional literature. In the Final Jihad fictional literature
McVay is stopped by a highway patrolman for having a broken tail-light. In
real life four years later McVeigh is stopped by a highway patrolman for
having a broken license plate. In the Final Jihad fictional literature, ‘jihad’
represents Masonic Muslim militant organized religion ‘jihad struggle’
against Masonic Christians. In real life Timothy McVeigh’s ‘Final Jihad’
depicts his Ecology of Peace Christian – military, spiritual, economic, sexual,
emotional, legal, psychological – ‘jihad struggle’ with Masonic Muslims,
Christians, military necessity bombing of the OKC Federal Building; to plead
to his military necessity ‘shot heard around the world’ defence motives to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that
requires all the worlds citizens to take responsibility for their jihad/struggle
to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.



EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → General Overview of events Bubble
conscious images: ….. 16-03-26_NotAboutNail_Giraffe_F104Starfighter_JADowney
[PNG]

[..]
PT / Portugal:
→ Frank Carlucci: Carlucci became US Ambassador to Portugal, and served in this position
from 1974 until 1977. He is still very fondly remembered in Portugal among the winners of
the November 25 Coup d'État.



Carlyle Group; General Dynamics, Westinghouse, Ashland Oil, Neurogen, CB
Commercial Real Estate, Nortel, BDM International, Quaker Oats, Kaman; Envion
USA, Wackenhut; G2 Satellite Solutions; Nortel Networks, Middle East Policy
Council, US-Taiwan Business Council, RAND Corporation
o EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data [PDF] → The Playing ‘Sweep away the dirt’
Genocide Holocaust Fuck Fuck with Masonic War is Peace Slavery Addicted
fuck honour cockroaches Arms Trade is Big Business.



Project for the New American Century (PNAC)
o Nederland 2/Channel 2: TweeVandaag: Dutch TV: 9 Sept 2005: Michael
Meacher Question 911.
 Doc: Rebuilding America’s Defenses:
 EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships &
Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking
Lifeboat Ethics? → Overpopulation & Overconsumption
Causes of Scarcity & Conflict: United States, Canada, United
Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military, Intelligence
Agency and Government Reports about Overpopulation and
Overconsumption as sources of Resource Conflict are available
at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea; such as for
example: Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Warfare Requirements
and Programs: Powering America’s Defense: Energy and
the Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis,
CNA.
o Channel Four: African Population Explosion Poverty
Crisis; Ted Koppel: CIA & Pentagon on: Population
Growth & Resource Wars; Al Bartlett: China’s One
Child Population Policy Climate Change Negotiations.
 Michael Meacher: We do need to know the facts:
 Ecology of Peace Facts
 Michael Smoocher / Kisser: Its Not About the Nail
Kiss/Smooch
 Brzezinski central asia - alea iacta est / Die is Cast / Crossing Rubicon
 Marc Lepine Suicide Statement Feminists Hitlist
 EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations Comm Corr [PDF]: Avant
Gardens: -- Putin Attaturk Feminist: “Attaturk knew that for
his movement to succeed and be permanent. He had to create a
struggle that was initiated and supported by the people.
Everything had to be legitimate and ideologically well-founded.
A revolutionary ideal at the time it was announced to the
whole country from the city of Amasia.” -- Mustafa Kemal
Attuturk: Attaturk the Feminist Warrior.
o “Snowden told us nothing we didn't know before. I
think everybody has long been aware of that. Electronic
intelligence is about surveillance of individuals and
organizations. In the context of combating
international terrorism it becomes a global
phenomenon and such methods are generally
practicable... As long as it is exercised within the
boundaries of the law that regulates intelligence
activities, it's alright.” - President Vladimir Putin June 11, 2013, 2013; Russia Today interview:
Transcript.

“There are no secure computers. There are no
secure networks.” - Amit Yoran; Former Cyber
Security Director, US Dept of Homeland
Security; Web Warriors.
 Crossing Rubicon / Collapse.
o Donald Rumsfeld: Global War on Terror Metrics [PDF]
 Meltdown: Christine Le Gard Metrics
o Cheney EMP Attack warning End of Grid &
Civilization.
o Pakistan ISI General: General Hamid Gul 9/11 Inside
Job.
------ End Excerpt FSB & NSA: EoP Int Forensic Data ----- ----

****
CIA: DNI Birthday: Wyoming Wildlife: Sec. Jewell calls for Major Course
Correction in conservation.
“Delmarm4fun, it turned out, was [former Marine Major and United Nations weapons
inspector in Iraq] Scott Ritter, one of the most controversial figures in American foreign
policy for the past decade and a half. …… I always sort of chuckle when people say, ‘What
were you thinking?’ ” Ritter told me. “Well, what part of ‘depressed’ don’t you understand?
Find me someone who says depressed people engage in coherent thought.” -- NYT: Scott
Ritter’s Other War.
**
Birthday: Edward Keinholz: Everyone has sinned in Room 323:
PNG: Edward Keinholz Art: The Birthday - 1964 | The Ozymandias Parade - 1985 | All have sinned in Room 323 – 1992 | The
Big Double Cross - 1987 | My Country Tis of Thee - 1991 | The Future as an Afterthought - 1962

EoP Applicants / Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: Req Asst of Counsel: FSB & NSA: EoP
Int Forensic Data [PDF]: 28 March 2016: NSA & FSB: EoP Int Data: RU: Waterloo &
Rostov-on-Don; ZA: Paarl, Khayelitsha, Tokai & Darrenwood; US: NY; TR: Istanbul; BE:
Brussels
**
The primary cause of stress, depression and anger is, “living in a story and lying to maintain
it.”
-- Brad Blanton
Wasn’t what Brad Blanton said to the Stanley Co Sheriff; when he called the Sheriff to get
me kicked out of his workshop; before firing me from Radical Honesty.
Wasn’t what Brad Blanton said to my face; when he grabbed me by the throat and stuck his
fist in my face; and ordered me to stop setting up a Radical Honesty community network;
cause those were his followers; and who the fuck did I think I was to setup a Radical
Honesty commuity network so that members of the radical honesty community could
network and support each other. They were his followers; not mine.
My response: You better hit me if you gonna hit me; or get your fist out of my face. If you
gonna hit me; don’t expect me to provide you with the same response as your tits and ass
slut wives.

He took his fist out of my face; and stormed out of the office.
I closed down the Radical Honesty community network pages; and found something else to
do in my spare time: put a personal on craigslist.
Wasn’t what Brad Blanton said to my face; when he had a fit about me fucking an African
American JAG prosecutor; I met on Craigslist; whom I became friends with and then lovers
with; while living in his home.
GMC 4643-13 applicant/s correspondence to and from or about Brad Blanton / Radical
Honesty aka Radical Hypocrisy community [PDF]: 23 May 2014 10:09 AM: BB & RH
Trainers: GMC 4643-13: Closure of Radical Honesty case:
------ Excerpt: BB & RH Trainers: GMC 4643-13: Closure of Radical Honesty case -----“I don’t care if he is a Navy JAG lawyer. You will not f**k another black man in my house” –
Brad Blanton to Lara Johnstone, 1999; while Lara was living in Brad’s home and dating an
African American Navy JAG Lawyer.
------ End Excerpt: BB & RH Trainers: GMC 4643-13: Closure of Radical Honesty case ------

**
One day a man living with Clive, Ann and Lara; got upset about something Clive said that
hurt his feelings. He wanted to come and gossip about it. My response was ‘that’s just my
dad; don’t take it personally. If you are upset about it; go and talk to him about it’. The man
was furious and tried to strangle me; putting his thumb on my throat; restricting airflow
into my windpipe. I did not object; and just lay there looking him in the face. He took his
thumb off my neck and windpipe and stormed out of the room. I found him in the garage;
throwing up and sobbing like a baby.

**
EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Corr: [PDF]: 11 Nov: McChrystal Group:
-------- Excerpt: 11 Nov: McChrystal Group ---------“What started as a less than conspicuous warning reminder to the monks to remain celibate
[or procreate below ecological carrying capacity limits], morphed over the years to become a
bastion for fertility. Ten years ago, the larger statue was constructed – “they need greater
reminder these days.”” – Phallic Symbols and Monks
“Vladimir Zhirinovsky: The Lord God's monkey” – Alexander Lebed
“The German commanders still didn't surrender; obedient to Hitlers orders. ... In the
Southern pocket the Commander in Chief Paulus took refuge in the cellar of a shop. Although
further resistance was obvious; only a few senior officers had drawn the obvious conclusion
that the Battle should be abandoned. Gerhard Dengler fought his way through to Paulus
command post: "At first I nearly fainted. It smelt of cigar smoke, cognac and fried food. I was
furious. The troops were resorting to cannibalism and the Generals had food to fry; and
cognac and cigars too. I was seething with rage. I asked "Why don't we surrender?" Paulus
replied: "Its easy for you Captain. You have only the enemy in your sights. But at Army
headquarters I must consider higher strategic matters." I couldn't see that at all. I thought it
had more to do with their miserable cowardice. I was getting furious again and Paulus

noticed. He suddenly said to me. "Captain the time has come for junior commanders to take
the initiative." I had to swallow hard. I was furious again. Here were 20 generals all too
cowardly to surrender. And he tells me, a captain, "You can take the initiative and surrender;
but be it on your own head. And if Hitler orders you shot afterwards, its your bad luck.” –
Battle of Stalingrad
“Napoleon once said: “All men are enamored of decorations . . . they positively hunger for
them.” So by developing the Napoleonic system -- the medal business -- the government
learned it could get soldiers for less money, because the boys liked to be decorated.” -- War is a
Racket: USMC Major General Smedley Butler
“Today, we Bulgarians present a fine example of what it is to exist under a lid which we
cannot lift and which we no longer believe someone else can lift...And the unending slogan
which millions of loudspeakers blare out is that everyone is fighting for the happiness of the
others. Every word spoken under the lid constantly changes its meaning. Lies and truths
swap their values with the frequency of an alternating current...We have seen how personality
vanishes, how individuality is destroyed, how the spiritual life of a whole people is corrupted
in order to turn them into a listless flock of sheep. We have seen so many of those
demonstrations which humiliate human dignity, where normal people are expected to
applaud some paltry mediocrity who has proclaimed himself a demi-god and condescendingly
waves to them from the heights of his police inviolability.” -- Georgi Markov (1 Mar 1929 – 11
Sep 1978) describing life under a totalitarian regime in The Truth that Killed; The Umbrella
Assassin.
“[Breivik] emphasizes that if he had not been censored by the media all his life, he would not
have had to do what he did. He believes the media have the main responsibility for what has
happened because they did not publish his opinions.... The low-intensity civil war that he had
already described, had lasted until now with ideological struggle and censorship of cultural
conservatives...... He explains that this is the worst day of his life and that he has dreaded
this for 2 years. He has been censored for years. He mentions Dagbladet and Aftenposten as
those who among other things have censored him..... He says that he also wrote “essays” that
he tried to publish via the usual channels, but that they were all censored..... The subject
summarizes: As long as more than twelve were executed, the operation will still be a success.
The experts ask how the number twelve comes into consideration. Twelve dead are needed to
penetrate the censorship wall, he explains..... About his thoughts on the Utøya killings now,
the subject says: The goal was to execute as many as possible. At least 30. It was horrible, but
the number had to be assessed based on the global censorship limit. Utøya was a martyrdom,
and I am very proud of it..... The subject says in the conversation that he knows the truth that
is hidden from others. He believes that there is a civil war in the country. He believes he had
to kill at least twelve, because there is a censorship-wall preventing an open debate about
what is happening in the country..... So I knew I had to cross a certain threshold to exceed the
censorship-wall of the international media.” -- Excerpts: - Norway v. Breivik: Oslo Organized
Crime Police Investigation Report: "Explanation of 22 July 2011, doc 08,01"; as noted in: 29
Nov 2011: Torgeir Husby and Synne Sorheim Psychiatric Report.
-------- End Excerpt: 11 Nov: McChrystal Group ----------

Valdai Club: Assad will win in a fair election:
[paraphrased notes] Contradictions: what exactly is it that the west wants to achieve in the
region? Long history of involvement in region; have been supporting radical fired up sunni
movements. mistakes western states have made; see everything in terms of personality.
great limits to what any president can do. Yasser Arafat: my sovereignty ends at that wall.
deep roots in any society that limits room for maneuver. middle east don't want outside

interference; until when they have problems; then they begging outside powers for help; but
local actors refuse to accept help advised. middle east leaders wanted outside patrons to help
solve their problems. middle east in deep crisis of defining islam in contemporary world.
europe built on false basis of promise of prosperity for all. what does europe stand for; where
do we stand? role of nato as representative as american occupation of Europe. european
foreign policy is nato foreign policy; it is not independent of it. strong sense in europen
countries; we have to deal with unfinished business of second world war which was won in
stalingrad; not beaches of normandy; defeat of germany occurred in Stalingrad. europe must
address this fundamental question: ostpolitik? why did germany not say no to clinton
moving frontiers of nato to russia? german leadership of europe is now quite vulnerable. at
moment eu is a german union with german hegemony. refugee crisis move europe to more
right wing populist movement. have to move past legacy of second world war. given the
snubs and insults from europe; putin working towards agenda of understanding. large
groups of europeans who favour closer relationships with russia.
**
EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Corr: [PDF]: 15 March: 82nd Airborne:
-------- Excerpt: 15 March: 82nd Airborne ---------Bill Haydn/Tailor's confession why he became a British-Soviet double agent: "Do you know
whats killing western democracy? Greed and constipation. Moral, political, aesthetic. I hate
America very deeply. The economic depression of the masses institutionalized. Even Lenin
couldn't foresee the extent of that. Britain. Oh Dear. No viability whatever in world affairs. I
suppose thats when it began. Turning my eyes to the east. When I saw how trivial we had
become as a nation. .. I still believe the secret service are the nations only real expression of
a nations character. Until the mid 50's I still had hopes, lingering loyalties to what we
represented. Self delusions of course. We were already America's streetwalkers."
Le Carre: "I waited at the end of the Cold War for somebody to tell us the world can now be
reshaped. That endless standoff as it seemed to us; between the two great economic
monoliths of the western world and the communist world was over. The excuses for
exploiting the third world, for imposing dreadful little dictators on them, provided they were
anti-communist. All those excuses are gone. Now something decent could be put together. A
real act of global perestroika could occur. Nothing happened. We went into a kind of
collective western atrophy of isolation and self indulgence. Our response was to make
ourselves fatter and richer and not to take on the world at large. So I felt that a great
moment in history had simply gone by default."
“Looking back, I deeply regret that I did not force a probing debate about whether it would
ever be possible to forge a winning military effort on a foundation of political quicksand.”
Robert S. McNamara with Brian VanDeMark, In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of
Vietnam (Vintage, 1995), p. 261.
[..]
Generals running out of-- adapt to Masonic complexity PR bullshit -- stories about Global
War on Terror:
JCS General Richard Myers: If ISIS goes away something else will take its place - need long
range strategy
DIA General Michael Flynn : War on Terror is failing. You cannot defeat an enemy you don't
admit exists. We must clearly define the enemy; then clearly articular a strategy based on
that definition of the enemy.

-------- End Excerpt: 15 March: 82nd Airborne ---------**
Bolshoi Matroyshka: Humans an Endangered Species:
GI Jane: “Suck my dick” – Lt Jordan O’Neill SERE Training | Bill Haydn Confession –
Tinker Tailor Soldier Sailor [Pt.6] | Petrolify . Burger | Soylent Green: Charlton Heston:
They are breeding us like cattle.

*******
Conflicts Forum: Putin and the Art of Listening:
“Two countries with such profound differences can co-exist, and even cooperate in a
multipolar world, but they can never be strategic partners, as many in both countries had
hoped at the end of the Cold War. Tough competition was and remains inevitable; all that
was missing in the early post-Cold War period was a Russia strong enough to defend its
interests. That situation changed after Putin rose to power.”

Former MILED Clerk Ecology of Peace (EoP) New Rules or current Masonic War is
Peace (WiP) No-Los-Pepes Rules culture negotiations [PDF]: Skip Moen: Is
Christianity/Judaism Yahweh a religion/God of peace or war?:
Empires and/or nations can peacefully coexist; if their military, political and religious
leaders agree to require their citizens to procreate and consume below the empire / nations
ecological carrying capacity limits. If however, military, religious and/or political leaders
advocate on behalf of consumption and/or procreation above ecological carrying capacity
limits; then the empire or nation shall be required to acquire the additional resources it
requires for its overconsumption/procreation from a neighboring territory. Empires and/or
nations shall never be able to peacefully coexist; if their military, political and religious
leaders interpret their ‘God’s word – whether it be some omnipotent God in heaven or their
own phallic right to breed ego they are worshipping -- to provide for the right of their
religious followers to procreate and consume above their empire / nations ecological carrying
capacity limits. If military, religious and/or political leaders insist on advocating on behalf of
consumption and/or procreation above ecological carrying capacity limits; then they are
advocating on behalf of a Masonic War is Peace religious and/or political ideology; and hence
their religion is not a ‘religion of peace’; but a ‘Masonic War is Peace religion of war’.
*~~~~~~~*
Followers:
→ Francis Ona & Harry Baxters Coconut Revolution – Re: Followers.
→ Georgi Markov lid ………. HEART: The Massacre at Lidice:.
I ain’t into the moronic imbecile leaders and followers thing. I am happy to be anonymous
nobody… and to relate to anyone of any race, religion who is sincere about problem solving;
or sincere about whatever it is they want to discuss; as simply another village idiot person.
Any sincere relating experience is in and of itself; an each one teach one relating experience;
where both individuals are learning from each other in the moment; by sincerely and
actively listening to the other, sharing and verifying their interpretations.

As for Masonic War is Peace ‘pretend I am the expert slavemaster’ and the other is the
object and/or subject. Nobody listens; cause they are too busy crawling up each others asses;
to pretend they know what they know or hide what they pretend they know; or whatever the
fuck it is they are doing. If you look at how some people behave; I wonder if they have ever
had one; just one brutally honest sincere active listening conversation with another being;
in their entire fucked up lives. How the fuck could they ever begin to listen to another; if
they don’t listen to themselves; if they don’t know what they want; how they are; what their
values are; too busy doing everything they think they need to do to be good rape the planet
capitalists; with dozens of fake friends and fake family and fake followers.
You ever been a silver service waitress at luncheon of London Marketing CEO’s; or royalty
or politicians; and listened to their CEO, Royalty or Politician political correct ‘my penis is
bigger than your penis’ fucking 12 year old delinquent conversations?
So, Thanks, but no thanks.
In fact one of the things I have been thinking about; never written about till now; is when
the EoP Campaign stuff is transferred to remove all references to my name…..; and to
include in my will… that the KGB shall be granted the authority to execute any imbecile;
and their entire family; who ever wants to call themselves a follower of mine. As far as I am
aware the EoP ideas were ideas psychotronically shared into my consciousness; which I
considered and had a ‘face palm’ moment of ‘that’s so goddamn obvious; why didn’t I think of
that; or why haven’t thousands of people in history thought of that’? So, I simply listened;
and thought they were good ideas; but I don’t claim them as my own; Presumably; they were
shared with me; at the direction of Timothy or Putin; or someone else. I don’t know. I don’t
claim them to be my intellectual property. How the fuck can some imbecile say they are a
‘follower’ of anyone else; if they have made fuck all effort to listen and find out whether they
are accurately interpreting what the person they are following said? I have never understood
why the fuck anyone would want to imprison themselves with fucking moron imbecile
followers. Anyway; to each his own. Anyone who gives a fucking ounce of a fuck to listening
what I have said; would know I don’t want no goddamn dumbfuck followers. When I am
gone; anyone dumbfuck enough to call themselves a follower of mine; thereby earns
themselves and their entire family a KGB sponsored execution ticket from the planetary
genepool; for being a fucking liar. They can follow their syphilitic penises and vagina’s or
whatever the fuck their fuck honour existential purpose is for being the parasitic rapist of
this planet are; but stay the fuck away from pretending they give a fuck about anything I
said while I was on this Masonic infested hellhole. I have bust my butt listening to Timothy
for 15 years; and I would not insult him or myself by calling myself a follower of his. Why the
fuck would I want to follow him; and turn him into an object; if I can simply listen to him, be
with him, and be his friend. If I can cooperate with him; when we agree; and engage in
sincere active listening when there are possible differences in our opinions about any issue.
I’d rather have one sincere active listening friend; than ten thousand or million followers.
I don’t have a problem with others choosing to have followers; if it what they wish to
accomplish; for what they consider their existential purpose or whatever; that’s fine.
I prefer a sincere friend; or friends to followers.
If any individual has followers and they are attempting to accomplish some goal; and I can
help him or her to enable them to have a more honest leader – follower relationship; so as to
more effectively accomplish whatever goal they intend to accomplish; that’s fine; if that’s
what they want and I have skills that can help; great; but I don’t want any of their or
anyone’ else’s followers.

For the hard of hearing: See: Authorization to KGB of any dumbfuck who pretends they are
my follower without asking my permission.
*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*
22 Apr Earth Day Local Events: Berry Branch broke off & fell on my guano compost
box:
While walking the dogs thoughts about Hegel’s theses, anti-thesis, synthesis occurred in my
consciousness. My response was; I don’t think that works with facts. If there is a finite
amount of resources; you can suck your dummy-pacifier for this or that fucking thesis; or
this or that anti-thesis; to manipulate the position of the final synthesis on the Masonic War
is Peace left or right; or white vs black chessboard; but I don’t think Mother Nature gives a
flying fuck what your political, religious or class thesis and anti-thesis are; and where your
resource synthesis ends up; and if your synthesis does not end up at resource reality; you
can remain addicted to that synthesis until you are blue in the face; but resource reality is
not going to alter; cause you got your cock in Hegel’s Capitalist Ego-Mindfuck Till.
I, or some psychotronics drone operate; also gave myself a mental reminder; that I mustn’t
forget to add the Falling Man image; from the most recent EoP NSA & FSB Forensic Data;
to: UJMC SF 44; and include a source link to: Pootin Bear: Masonic elite sawing at the
branch they sit on.
After walking the dogs; I took Mila home and then went to go and see Guano Guy; to fetch
guano and see what it was he wanted. When I returned back to Gill Elliott’s; with the guano;
to add to the guano compost box; a large branch with some wild berries on it had fallen off
the tree above it; onto the compost box.
****
Pootin Bear: Masonic elite sawing at the branch they sit on:
Resource Crisis: Mitt Romney's Helter Skelter Branch Promise: President Obama promised
to save the branch. My promise to you is that there will be plenty of [human] firewood for
you and for your family.
Vote for Bob: What does tree plus tree equal? Sticks.
****
Berries:
→ → McVeigh & Berries 19 Apr 1995 Business Card: EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations
Comments Corr: [PDF: 25 May: Parris Island]
→ → ‘Kremlin Help Business card”: Feathermen: Ecology of Peace Interpretation Forensic
Data [PDF]

****
Ukraine Chernobyl Till:
→ Bart Simpson Till
→ Mugwort Herb: Common Wormwood Artemisia Vulgaris:
→ → Wormwood - Web Warriors & Urinetown;

→ → Vulgaris - Birthday Room 323 & Major Scott Ritter
→ Chernobyl Tractor Statue
→ → WebWarriors: Estonia Statue
→ → Coconut Revolution: Harry Baxter and Francis Ona Tractor Steel reinforced Tank.
→ Lazurny Swimming Pool
→ → Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy numerous references to ‘pool’ → Bolshoi Matroyshka
Humans Endangered Species: Jim Predhoe explaining Czech-Soviet interrogation to George
Smiley: “You don't break exactly; you just run out of stories to tell. I'd reach the point where
the things I'd locked away deep down were the only things coming into my brain.”
→ Pregnant Medal
→ → Don’t know, don’t have any children, never been pregnant; thanks to IUD
contraception.
→ → IUD contraception: MCR: WiP Recipe Reality: "One cannot expect to follow the recipe
for road-kill stew and produce a creme brulee." –
Joseph Stalin: “When I am gone, the capitalists will drown you like blind kittens.”
Timothy McVeigh: Kittens. – Bullied boy to mass murderer; Die Hard terrorist.

*~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~* *~~~~~~~*
NB: Ecology of Peace observations and interpretations caveat:
Any interpretation herein implied of another persons motives could be anything from 0%
upto 100% correct or incorrect. Until confirmed; they are only working hypothesis
interpretations; NOT FACTS.
Reminder: Factual Reality is founded upon FACTS: if overt: what happened, who said what,
who did what to whom, how and when. We create the world by noticing who, what, when
and how via our senses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. Interpretive Reality is
founded upon the INTERPRETATION OF FACTS: Generally speaking when we consider
'why' the observed individual overtly or covertly did or said what and how and when; we
enter into subjective interpretive reality. If the whom, when, how or what act is not factually
unequivocal -- i.e overt -- but covert and hidden; then a puzzle combination of smaller
evidentiary facts can enable an interpretation of 'how'; 'when'; 'who' and/or 'what'. [Excerpt:
EoP RH culture Reality IQO].
Bubble conscious image and more background information sources shall be uploaded to:
UJMC SF 44.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) EoP Applicants: Req for Asst of
Counsel: NSA & FSB: [PDF]: EoP Int Forensic Data.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | Sent: Saturday, July 23, 2016 2:02 AM
Subject: Radical Honesty: TC: Re: EoP conclusion response to Dan Venter: Re: White
Homeland; CC: VVK; NW Rep; Ren Vang

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, July 23, 2016 2:02 AM
To: 'Radical Honesty'; 'Brad Blanton'; 'Clara and Jerry Griffin'; 'Taber Shadburne'; 'Susan Campbell';
'Greg Small'; 'Stephanie Roth'; 'Maggie Doyle'; 'Julie Gregerson-Uderitz'; 'Marina Dervan'; 'Ed Greville';
'Anne Bryer via Kittery Land Trust: Exec Dir: Christine Bennett'; 'SeaCast NH'; 'Mike Lewinsky'; 'Anne
Alexander'; 'Nancy Darbro'; 'Raven Dana'; 'Grace Llewellyn'; 'Not Back to School Camp'; 'Nathans
Miraculous Escape'; 'Keith Moon'; 'Etain O'Kane'
Subject: Radical Honesty: TC: Re: EoP conclusion response to Dan Venter: Re: White Homeland;
CC: VVK; NW Rep; Ren Vang

Radical Honesty (support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com);
Clara and Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Taber Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org);
Susan Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Greg Small
(Changemaster@startsmall.com); Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com);
Maggie Doyle (maggie@multiversity.net); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transformingkids.org); Marina Dervan (marina@thehonestycoach.com); Ed Greville (greville@aol.com);
Anne Bryer via Kittery Land Trust: Exec Dir: Christine Bennett (info@kitterylandtrust.org);
SeaCast NH (info@seacoastnh.com); Mike Lewinsky (mike@radicalhonesty.com); Anne
Alexander (anne@authentic-alternatives.com); Nancy Darbro (nancy.darbro@state.nm.us);
Raven Dana (raven@stresswizardcoaching.com); Grace Llewellyn
(GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Not Back to School Camp (notbackto@gmail.com); Nathans
Miraculous Escape (nathensmiraculousescape@gmail.com); Keith Moon
(keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane (therapybelfast@live.com)
Radical Honesty: TC Re: EoP conclusion response to Dan Venter: Re: White
Homeland; CC: VVK; NW Rep; Ren Vang
Transparency copy of 23 July 2016 correspondence to Dan Venter; which makes reference to
my experiences with the alleged ‘Radical Honesty’ cult.
A copy of this correspondence shall be recorded at: Transcript of Correspondence to, from
and about Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty aka Radical Hypocrisy Enterprises [PDF]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

___________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, July 23, 2016 12:46 AM
To: 'dan venter'

Cc: 'Paul Kruger'; 'Volksraad Verkiesing Kommissie'; 'Harold Covington'; 'Northwest Front'; 'Sebastian
Ronin'
Subject: RE: EoP conclusion response to Dan Venter: Re: White Homeland; CC: VVK; NW Rep; Ren
Vang

Dan Venter (1488dtv@gmail.com)
CC: Afrikaners Volksraad; North West Republic; Renaissance Vanguard: Re: White
Homeland
Afrikaners Volksraad; North West Republic; Renaissance Vanguard: Re: White
Homeland:
Paul Kruger (paulkruger7@gmail.com); Volksraad Verkiesing Kommissie (info@vvk.co.za);
Harold Covington (hdcoving@bellsouth.net); Northwest Front (nwnet@earthlink.net);
Sebastian Ronin (novacadia@gmail.com)
RE: EoP conclusion response to Dan Venter: Re: White Homeland; CC: VVK; NW
Rep; Ren Vang.
There may or may not be something wrong with me. If or when evidence is provided for such
allegation I shall consider it.
Whatever any individuals goals are; irrespective of race, class or religion: my Ecology of
Peace Radical Honoursty culture advice is the same.
Radical Honoursty marketing advice is very very different to Masonic War is Peace
Marketing advice.
Ecology of Peace Radical Honoursty marketing advice:
Identify who you are; so that you know yourself.
Sometimes the process of finding yourself is in finding out what you thought you wanted;
and when you get it; you realize it does not fill the whole of not knowing yourself; and was a
waste of time and resources.
Once you know yourself; you can know what you want. Its not possible to know yourself; if
you are not wiling to be honest with yourself. The more honest you are with yourself the
more you will know yourself; and be able to be honest with others. .
Once you know who you are and what you want; you can begin to clearly define what you
want. Engage other people who want the same goal; to cooperate and collaborate on creating
a more accurate definition of what it is that you want together; so that you can clearly
communicate whatever it is you want from other people; to help you to get what you want.
Be buck stops here 100% honest about what you want.
Consequences and Benefits of 100% Honesty: You may find less people who will agree with
you or want what you want. You may find that nobody else on the planet wants what you
want; but you will have been buck stops here honest with everyone and never lied to anyone.
You may find that some people do not agree with what you want on one issue; but they may
share your idea about what you want on some other want you have. So you can agree to
disagree on your one want; and cooperate on any other want you may have. If you don’t
waste their time on the one issue; then they may be quite happy to cooperate on the other

issue. At the end of your life; even if you did not get what you want; on some or even many of
your preferred wants; you will have been true to yourself; and you will know that you never
engaged in deceptive lies to get what you want.
You were walk your talk buck stops here honest; with friend and foe.

Masonic War is Peace Marketing:
Masonic War is Peace marketing – most of which is dominated corporations staffed by fuck
honour kaffirs calling themselves Aryan -- involves being vague, passive aggressive and
using covert subliminal sexual and other bullshit to market their products; as they rape the
planet resources; making sure that there will be fuck all homeland for anyone from any race.
Masonic War is Peace marketing works like this: Be less than clear and honest about what
you want; and engage in bullshit the public relations image management marketing to
deceive people to support you to get what you want. You will sell your soul for 30 pieces of
silver; to earn awards and fill the planet with filth. Your credibility as a humane individual
who cares about others will go down the toilet. You will anger allot of people who feel
deceived by your vague marketing. You will anger others by the pollution consequences of
marketing filth to be purchased and turn the planet into a toilet. Some of those deceived by
you may be so angry and drag you to court for fraud. Your fraud may be of such horrific
proportions that even head in the sand Masonic courts and prosecutors who themselves are
massively engaged in rape the planet fraud; will be unable to deny the level of your fraud;
and convict you of fraud and you will end up in prison. If you are lucky you will be in a single
cell. If you are not lucky you will be in a big dormitory cell with lots of non-white people very
angry at people with your colour skin. If you do not end up in prison; for your fraud; you will
spend your entire life doing nothing but marketing shit; to turn the planet into a toilet for
your children and or grandchildren to wake up being gangraped by justifiably very very
angry third world savage primitive noneuropeans; whose countries resources and cultures
have been raped by your fuck honour greed of marketing shit.

Re: What do you want: White Homeland
I have no interest in a white homeland; if by ‘white homeland’ you mean the conventional
‘white homeland’ stuff as per the fuck honour War is Peace marketing of Boers and
Afrikaners Volksraad; or Harold Covington’s North West Republic; or pretend he gives a
fuck about ethno-nationalist secession homelands of Sebastian Ronin.
If that is what you mean by ‘white homeland’ you should contact them; and collaborate with
them or whichever one’s are the closest to your ‘white homeland’ definition; if you can get
any of them to provide you their ‘white homeland’ definition.
As noted in Jus Sanguinis efforts: I was aware of other South Africans who want to return to
Europe and who want a Boer Volkstaat; and so I thought we could collaborate and cooperate
to share what they want and what I want. I was wrong. It turned out they did not even
really want a sincere homeland; all they wanted to do was pretend they want a white
homeland.
Sort of like a fat man who goes to weightwatchers; while stuffing his face with chocolate; he
informs the weighwatchers counselor he wants help to lose weight. When the
weightwatchers counselor informs him that he shall have to eat less chocolates and get some
exercise; he refuses. So did he sincerely want to lose weight; or was he only pretending he
wanted to lose weight. Exactly: Only pretending.

Same with Radical Honesty cult: They told me they were working to build a future world
based on honesty. Well turned out they don’t give a fuck about a future world based on
honesty; particularly not honesty with niggers or spicks or any non-Europeans. When it
came to honestly confronting reality about earth not being flat and that they were going to
have to be honest to educate others to cooperate and reduce their breeding and consumption
to below ecological carrying capacity limits; their desire for honesty vanished. All of a
sudden I was ‘crazy’ and was not ‘enlighetened’ I didn’t ‘get it’; there was something
massively wrong with me. Honesty with niggers and spicks? I must be goddamn fucking
mad. Niggers and spicks and muslims don’t deserve honest relations with white liberals. Not
even white conservatives deserve honest relationships with white liberals! So as for being
honest with niggers and spicks and other nonwhites about reducing their breeding; these socalled ‘we give a fuck about honesty liberals’ crowd; these pretend we give a fuck about
honesty crowd; suddenly decided that ‘honesty with niggers about breeding less’ is ‘racist’. So
did those fuckers really want a world based on honesty; or were they only pretending?
Exactly. They were pretending. Worse than the White Homeland pretenders; these people
were swearing high and low they were ‘radically honest’. Yeah right.
So now I am way less willing to believe the shit when some individual says ‘I want this or
that’. You get my benefit of the doubt; when your actions match your words; when you are
willing to engage in EoP buck stops here communication; and if your actions don’t match
your words; you can fuck off; cause I am not going to invest my time and resources to help
someone – like I did before – who is only pretending they want this or that.
So my advice:
If you want my – Lara Johnstone – help:






Decide who you are and what you want.
If you want a white homeland; buck stops here clearly define what you mean by a
white homeland.
Decide whether you want to find people who are interested in your white homeland
by means of EoP marketing or WiP marketing.
If EoP marketing we can talk further;
If an EoP international law social contract is implemented – BIG IF – then of course
based upon its fully informed consenting principles values; racial groups or religious
groups or gender groups or any group of individuals who share a particular cultural
or sub-cultural value; shall be able to live in a type of ‘cultural homeland’ of their
shared cultural values; as long as their cultural values abide by the EoP
international law social contract basic principles of: breed and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits and engage in fully informed consenting
agreements; and cheaters of those EoP social contract values; are eliminated from
the genepool.

If WiP marketing; I suggest you contact the copied ‘white homelanders’ whose definition of
‘white homeland’ fits your white homeland definition.
A copy of this correspondence shall be recorded at: (i) Jus Sanguinis: News Updates: Dan
Venter; (ii) EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Jus Sanguinis.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA

GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | Sent: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:14 PM
Subject: P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft
of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT

_________________________________________
From: EoP MILED Clerk
Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:14 PM
TO: Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts [PDF]
CC: EoP App [PDF]: David Petraeus [PDF], Erik Prince [PDF]; Homer Lea Site & Research Center
[PDF]
Subject: P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP
Homer Lea bio; STRATINT
-Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:18 PM
TO: WiP Psych: APA Review; Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc; WiP Psych:
Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton; WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman
Subject: Hoffman Report, APA, Ethical Psych, World Psych, Erhard, Blanton, Killology: Copy of: P
Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP Homer Lea
bio; STRATINT
_________________________________________

From: EoP MILED Clerk <eop.miled.clerk@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:14 PM
Subject: P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP
Homer Lea bio; STRATINT
To: Dr John Breeding <jbreeding2@austin.rr.com>, Ivan Alexander <humancafe@aol.com>,
Psychiatric Drug Facts <psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com>, "West Cork Mental Health Services:
Recover Your Mental Health: Pat Bracken" <info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com>, Rodri Huws
<r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk>, "PrimalTherapy: Arthur Janov" <primalctr@mac.com>, "Models of
Madness: John Read" <j.read@auckland.ac.nz>, "They Say Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan"
<Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu>, "Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary Boyle"
<c.wickham@uel.ac.uk>, Jim Orford <j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk>, "Whores of the Court: Margaret
Hagen" <margaretahagen@gmail.com>, "UDavis: Cheryl Welsh" <welsh@dcn.davis.ca.us>,
"Earthpulse: Dr Nich Begich" <info@earthpulse.com>, "LSE: Inst Soc Psych: Daniel Linehan"
<d.p.linehan@lse.ac.uk>, VBukovsky via Anthony Stadlen <stadlen@aol.com>, Dennis Fox
<fox@dennisfox.net>, Prof JA Schaler <schaler@american.edu>
Cc: "Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan" <larsk@verizon.net>, Roger Yung Homer Lea
Site <rogeryung@homerleasite.com>, David Petraeus <david.petraeus@kkr.com>, "Kohlberg Kravis
Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis" <kravh@kkr.com>, "Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett"
<rbarnett@wc.com>, "Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group" <info@fsgroup.com>, "Counsel: Victoria
Toensing" <dt@digenovatoensing.com>, "GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe"
<Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov>, "Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell" <SBissell@migop.org>
-Date: Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:14 PM | Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:18 PM
Subject: Hoffman Report, APA, Ethical Psych, World Psych, Erhard, Blanton, Killology: Copy of: P
Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft of EoP Homer Lea
bio; STRATINT
To: David Hoffman <apareview@sidley.com>, "Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman"
<david.hoffman@sidley.com>, "Ethical Psychology: CFP Associates LLC: Anthony Pinizzotto"
<CFPAssociates@gmail.com>, Coalition for Ethical Psychology <coalitionfep@ethicalpsychology.org>,

Stephen Soldz <ssoldz@ethicalpsychology.org>, Stephen Reisner <sreisner@ethicalpsychology.org>,
Jean Maria Arrigo <jmarrigo@ethicalpsychology.org>, Roy Eidelson
<reidelson@ethicalpsychology.org>, Trudy Bond <tbond@ethicalpsychology.org>, "Signal Program
on Human Security & Technology: Nathaniel Raymond" <nraymond@hsph.harvard.edu>, "Race
Culture Psychology and Law: Kimberly Barrett" <kimberly.barrett@wright.edu>, William H George
<bgeorge@u.washington.edu>, Judie Philipson <jphilipson@behavioralsciencesgroup.com>, Susan E
Brandon <susan.brandon@ic.fbi.gov>, "World Psychiatry: Secretariat"
<wpasecretariat@wpanet.org>, "Intnl Psychogeriatric Assoc: Secretariat" <ipa-info@ipa-online.org>,
Meeting Secretariat <ipameetingsecretariat@mci-group.com>, Intnl Soc Psychiatric Genetics
<info@ispg.net>, Intnl Journal Forensic Mental Health <iafmhs@iafmhs.org>, "American Psych
Assoc: Practice Org" <pracgovt@apa.org>, Public Policy <ppo@apa.org>, Legal Regulatory Affairs
<praclegal@apa.org>, State Advocacy <state@apa.org>, Rural Psychology <rural@apa.org>,
Graduate Students <apags@apa.org>, Division Services <division@apa.org>, Central Programs
<centralprograms@apa.org>, "Ethnic Minority Affairs: Office" <oema@apa.org>, Tiffany Townsend
<ttownsend@apa.org>, Alberto Figueroa-Garcia <afigueroa@apa.org>, Sandra Mattar
<sandra.mattar23@gmail.com>, "Montclair: Muninder Alhuwalia" <ahluwaliam@mail.montclair.edu>,
"Rosebud Indian Health Svc: Daniel Foster" <Daniel.Foster@ihs.gov>, "Duquesne: Scott Graves"
<gravess@duq.edu>, "NDakota: Wendy Graves" <wpetersphd@gmail.com>, "Women: Shari MilesCohen" <smiles@apa.org>, Tanya Burwell <tburrwell@apa.org>, "SocioEconomic Div: Keyona KingTsikata" <kking-tsikata@apa.org>, "Military Psychology Div: K Cooke" <kcooke@apa.org>, "Div 18:
Kellie Condon" <Kellie.Condon@va.gov>, "Div 43: Family Psych: Patrick Morrison"
<pmorrison@rmhstanford.org>, "Div 41: Psych-Law Society: Kathy Gaskey" <apls@ec.rr.com>, "Div
37: Family Policy" <ms446@evansville.edu>, American Psychologist Editor <apeditor@apa.org>
Cc: Est Seminars Training <webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com>, "Harvard: Michael Jensen"
<mjensen@hbs.edu>, "Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron" <info@vantogroup.com>,
"Landmark: Werner Erhard" <info@innovativeepm.com>, "SSRN: Gregg Gordon"
<Gregg_Gordon@ssrn.com>, SSRN <management@ssrn.com>, GSE Research
<enquiries@gseresearch.com>, "GSE: CEO: John Peters" <john.peters@gseresearch.com>, "Werner
Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester" <rchester@berkeley.edu>, "Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of
Conservation: Reute Butler" <info@friendsofconservation.org>, Evolutionary Collective
<info@evolutionarycollective.com>, "Economic Principals: David Warsh"
<warsh@economicprincipals.com>, Radical Honesty <support@radicalhonesty.com>, Brad Blanton
<brad@radicalhonesty.com>, "Trainers: Taber Shadburne" <taber@churchofsoul.org>, Clara and
Jerry Griffin <venusrise@aol.com>, Susan Campbell <drsusan@susancampbell.com>, Raven Dana
<raven@stresswizardcoaching.com>, Stephanie Roth <stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com>, Marina
Dervan <marina@thehonestycoach.com>, Julie Gregerson-Uderitz <julie@transforming-kids.org>,
Grace Llewellyn <GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com>, Ed Greville <greville@aol.com>, Keith Moon
<keithmoon@telus.net>, Etain O'Kane <therapybelfast@live.com>, Maggie Doyle
<maggie@multiversity.net>, "Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon"
<robyn@symonproductions.com>, Walter Maksym <wmaksym@gmail.com>, Terry M Giles Esq
<tg@oteam.com>, Darren Mack via William J Routsis II <williamjroutsis@gmail.com>,
"Gamechanger Labs: Billy Wimsatt" <billywimsatt@gmail.com>, "Coffee Party: Egberto Willies"
<Egberto@coffeepartyusa.com>, Bobby Rodrigo <Bobby@coffeepartyusa.com>, Debilyn Molineaux
<debilyn@coffeepartyusa.com>, "Movement Strategy: Taj James" <taj@movementstrategy.org>,
Mimi Ho <mimi@movementstrategy.org>, Rachel Burrows <rachel@movementstrategy.org>, Rebuild
the Dream <info@rebuildthedream.com>, LtCol Dave Grossman <info@killology.com>

TO: Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts
CC: EoP Applicants: David Petraeus & Erik Prince
CC: Homer Lea Site & Research Center
Sent Separately:
CC: WiP Psych: APA Review; Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc
CC: WiP Psych: Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton
CC: WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman

Dr. Caplan and WiP Critical Psychiatry Experts:
Dr John Breeding (jbreeding2@austin.rr.com); Ivan Alexander (humancafe@aol.com);
Psychiatric Drug Facts (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); West Cork Mental Health
Services: Recover Your Mental Health: Pat Bracken (info@recoveryourmentalhealth.com);
Rodri Huws (r.huws@sheffield.ac.uk); PrimalTherapy: Arthur Janov (primalctr@mac.com);
Toxic Psychiatry: Peter Breggin (psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com); Models of Madness:
John Read (j.read@auckland.ac.nz); They Say Youre Crazy: Paula Caplan
(Paulacaplan@post.harvard.edu); Schizophrenia a Scientific Delusion: Mary Boyle
(c.wickham@uel.ac.uk); Jim Orford (j.f.orford@bham.ac.uk); Whores of the Court: Margaret
Hagen (margaretahagen@gmail.com); UDavis: Cheryl Welsh (welsh@dcn.davis.ca.us);
Earthpulse: Dr Nich Begich (info@earthpulse.com); LSE: Inst Soc Psych: Daniel Linehan
(d.p.linehan@lse.ac.uk); VBukovsky via Anthony Stadlen (stadlen@aol.com); Dennis Fox
(fox@dennisfox.net); Prof JA Schaler (schaler@american.edu);
Ref: EoP v WiP NWO Neg: Intnl Psych [PDF]: 25 Oct: Draft of EoP Homer Lea bio;
STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context. Including reference to: Prof
Mary Boyle: Is clinical psychology fearful of social context?
WiP Psych: APA Review; Ethical Psychology, World Psych, American Psych Assoc:
David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman
(david.hoffman@sidley.com); Ethical Psychology: CFP Associates LLC: Anthony Pinizzotto
(CFPAssociates@gmail.com); Coalition for Ethical Psychology
(coalitionfep@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen Soldz (ssoldz@ethicalpsychology.org); Stephen
Reisner (sreisner@ethicalpsychology.org); Jean Maria Arrigo
(jmarrigo@ethicalpsychology.org); Roy Eidelson (reidelson@ethicalpsychology.org); Trudy
Bond (tbond@ethicalpsychology.org); Signal Program on Human Security & Technology:
Nathaniel Raymond (nraymond@hsph.harvard.edu); Race Culture Psychology and Law:
Kimberly Barrett (kimberly.barrett@wright.edu); William H George
(bgeorge@u.washington.edu); Judie Philipson (jphilipson@behavioralsciencesgroup.com);
Susan E Brandon (susan.brandon@ic.fbi.gov); World Psychiatry: Secretariat
(wpasecretariat@wpanet.org); Intnl Psychogeriatric Assoc: Secretariat (ipa-info@ipaonline.org); Meeting Secretariat (ipameetingsecretariat@mci-group.com); Intnl Soc
Psychiatric Genetics (info@ispg.net); Intnl Journal Forensic Mental Health
(iafmhs@iafmhs.org); American Psych Assoc: Practice Org (pracgovt@apa.org); Public Policy
(ppo@apa.org); Federal Advocacy (pracgovt@apa.org); Legal Regulatory Affairs
(praclegal@apa.org); State Advocacy (state@apa.org); Rural Psychology (rural@apa.org);
Graduate Students (apags@apa.org); Division Services (division@apa.org); Central
Programs (centralprograms@apa.org); Ethnic Minority Affairs: Office (oema@apa.org);
Tiffany Townsend (ttownsend@apa.org); Alberto Figueroa-Garcia (afigueroa@apa.org);
Sandra Mattar (sandra.mattar23@gmail.com); Montclair: Muninder Alhuwalia
(ahluwaliam@mail.montclair.edu); Rosebud Indian Health Svc: Daniel Foster
(Daniel.Foster@ihs.gov); Duquesne: Scott Graves (gravess@duq.edu); NDakota: Wendy
Graves (wpetersphd@gmail.com); Div 45: Culture Ethnicity Race Soc (division@apa.org);
Women: Shari Miles-Cohen (smiles@apa.org); Tanya Burwell (tburrwell@apa.org);
SocioEconomic Div: Keyona King-Tsikata (kking-tsikata@apa.org); Military Psychology Div:
K Cooke (kcooke@apa.org); Div 18: Kellie Condon (Kellie.Condon@va.gov); Div 43: Family
Psych: Patrick Morrison (pmorrison@rmhstanford.org); Div 41: Psych-Law Society: Kathy
Gaskey (apls@ec.rr.com); Div 37: Family Policy (ms446@evansville.edu); American
Psychologist Editor (apeditor@apa.org)
Ref: EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]: 12 July: Hoffman APA Review Report: Sincere conflict
problem solving focus; or bullshit the public relations event?
WiP Psych: Werner Erhard & Brad Blanton, Billy Wimsatt et al:
Werner Erhard via Est Seminars Training (webmaster@erhardseminarstraining.com);
Harvard: Michael Jensen (mjensen@hbs.edu); Landmark Corp: VantoGrp: Steve Zaffron
(info@vantogroup.com); Landmark: Werner Erhard (info@innovativeepm.com); CC: SSRN:

Gregg Gordon (Gregg_Gordon@SSRN.Com); SSRN (management@SSRN.Com); GSE
Research (enquiries@gseresearch.com); GSE: CEO: John Peters
(john.peters@gseresearch.com); Werner Erhard Fnd: Robert Chester
(rchester@berkeley.edu); Werner Erhard Fnd: Friends of Conservation: Reute Butler
(info@friendsofconservation.org); Evolutionary Collective (info@evolutionarycollective.com);
Economic Principals: David Warsh (warsh@economicprincipals.com); Radical Honesty
(support@radicalhonesty.com); Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Trainers: Taber
Shadburne (taber@churchofsoul.org); Clara and Jerry Griffin (venusrise@aol.com); Susan
Campbell (drsusan@susancampbell.com); Raven Dana (raven@stresswizardcoaching.com);
Stephanie Roth (stephanie@leapfrogconnections.com); Marina Dervan
(marina@thehonestycoach.com); Julie Gregerson-Uderitz (julie@transforming-kids.org);
Grace Llewellyn (GraceLlewellyn@gmail.com); Ed Greville (greville@aol.com); Keith Moon
(keithmoon@telus.net); Etain O'Kane (therapybelfast@live.com); Maggie Doyle
(maggie@multiversity.net); Transformation: Life Legacy of Werner Erhard: Robyn Symon
(robyn@symonproductions.com); Walter Maksym (wmaksym@gmail.com); CC: Terry M Giles
Esq (tg@oteam.com); Darren Mack via William J Routsis II (williamjroutsis@gmail.com)
Gamechanger Labs: Billy Wimsatt (billywimsatt@gmail.com); Rebuild the Dream; Coffee
Party; Movement Strategy: Coffee Party: Egberto Willies (Egberto@coffeepartyusa.com);
Bobby Rodrigo (Bobby@coffeepartyusa.com); Debilyn Molineaux
(debilyn@coffeepartyusa.com); Movement Strategy: Taj James (taj@movementstrategy.org);
Mimi Ho (mimi@movementstrategy.org); Rachel Burrows
(rachel@movementstrategy.org); Rebuild the Dream (info@rebuildthedream.com)
Ref: 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution; Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics;
29 Augu: Gamechanger Labs … Movement Strategy.
WiP Psych: Warrior Sci: Lt Col Dave Grossman:
LtCol Dave Grossman (info@killology.com)
Ref: 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution; Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics
Homer Lea Site & Research Center:
Homer Lea Research Center: Lawrence M. Kaplan (larsk@verizon.net); Roger Yung Homer
Lea Site (rogeryung@homerleasite.com)
Ref: EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 23 Oct: South China Morning Post .. Pentacon; 24 Oct: Homer
Lea Research Center, Homer Lea Site.
David Petraeus & Erik Prince
David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co: Henry Kravis
(kravh@kkr.com); Williams & Connolly LLP: Robert Barnett (rbarnett@wc.com); Erik Prince:
Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com); Counsel: Victoria Toensing
(dt@diGenovaToensing.com); GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov);
Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org)
Ref: EoP Axis: 22 Oct: David Petraeus & Erik Prince: EoP App strategic path foundation
of Pro-EoP Applicant or Pro WiP American
Dr. Caplan & Dr. Hagen:
P Caplan & M Hagen: Re: credible experts; psych researchers fear of context; draft
of EoP Homer Lea bio; STRATINT
I received your “What is this, and why did I receive it?” and “Me, too. What is? Why me? I
trashed it.” correspondence response to the transparency copy of Draft of EoP Homer Lea
bio; STRATINT; credible experts; psych researchers fear of context. Correspondence.

It is unclear if your questions are a result of you not reading the correspondence; or whether
you read it and did not understand anything in it; or whether you simply engaged in a
bullshit the public relations marketing pretend I am interested response?
If you did not read it:
“The problem with being too busy to read is that you learn by experience (or by your
men’s experience), i.e. the hard way. By reading, you learn through others’ experiences,
generally a better way to do business, especially in our line of work where the
consequences of incompetence are so final for young men. Thanks to my reading, I have
never been caught flat-footed by any situation, never at a loss for how any problem has
been addressed (successfully or unsuccessfully) before. It doesn’t give me all the answers,
but it lights what is often a dark path ahead.
For all the “4th Generation of War” intellectuals running around today saying that the
nature of war has fundamentally changed, the tactics are wholly new, etc, I must
respectfully say … “Not really”: Alex the Great would not be in the least bit perplexed by
the enemy that we face right now in Iraq, and our leaders going into this fight do their
troops a disservice by not studying (studying, vice just reading) the men who have gone
before us.
We have been fighting on this planet for 5000 years and we should take advantage of
their experience. “Winging it” and filling body bags as we sort out what works reminds us
of the moral dictates and the cost of incompetence in our profession. As commanders and
staff officers, we are coaches and sentries for our units: how can we coach anything if we
don’t know a hell of a lot more than just the [Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures]? What
happens when you’re on a dynamic battlefield and things are changing faster than higher
[Headquarters] can stay abreast? Do you not adapt because you cannot conceptualize
faster than the enemy’s adaptation? (Darwin has a pretty good theory about the outcome
for those who cannot adapt to changing circumstance — in the information age things can
change rather abruptly and at warp speed, especially the moral high ground which our
regimented thinkers cede far too quickly in our recent fights.) And how can you be a
sentinel and not have your unit caught flat-footed if you don’t know what the warning
signs are — that your unit’s preps are not sufficient for the specifics of a tasking that you
have not anticipated?
Perhaps if you are in support functions waiting on the warfighters to spell out the
specifics of what you are to do, you can avoid the consequences of not reading. Those who
must adapt to overcoming an independent enemy’s will are not allowed that luxury.
This is not new to the USMC approach to warfighting — Going into Kuwait 12 years ago,
I read (and reread) Rommel’s Papers (remember “Kampstaffel”?), Montgomery’s book
(“Eyes Officers”…), “Grant Takes Command” (need for commanders to get along,
“commanders’ relationships” being more important than “command relationships”), and
some others.”
As a result, the enemy has paid when I had the opportunity to go against them, and I
believe that many of my young guys lived because I didn’t waste their lives because I
didn’t have the vision in my mind of how to destroy the enemy at least cost to our guys
and to the innocents on the battlefields. – Gen. MadDog Mattis: Too busy to read?
-- EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 31 Jan: Sam Culper .. Kings Co Sheriff’s Office.

If you read it and did not understand any of it’s Ecology of Peace terms:
I sent it to you because I thought some of its contents may be of interest to you and your
critical psychology colleagues; considering your status as a ‘critical psychiatry’ professionals;

and prior EoP correspondence to you and hundred of mainstream and critical psychiatry
officials – See for example Ref link under your Email addresses – enquiring whether any of
you would be interested in cooperating in EoP root cause problem solving of what you refer
to as ‘mental disorders’; or even in clarifying how or where EoP root cause problem solving
principles were in error; and if so EoP Applicants would amend them.
If my interpretation as to your possible interest in root cause problem solving was
inaccurate; feel free to let me know so that I can remove you from this correspondence;
and/or feel free to delete; and my apologies for bothering you.
My interpretation of you being a ‘critical psychiatry expert’ is based upon among others: my
knowledge of your critical psychiatry book: They Say You're Crazy: How The World's Most
Powerful Psychiatrists Decide Who's Normal, and Losing Labels to Find Ourselves
The correspondence in question made reference to Ecology of Peace culture’s perspective on
strategic intelligence; credible experts and the drafting of Homer Lea biography; which
included excerpts of Prof Mary Boyle’s – Is clinical psychology fearful of social context?. Why
we might be, why it matters and what we might do about it – speech.
“I got the very powerful impression that Laird and Clark seemed to sense that fully
engaging with context would make it much more difficult to pursue their core arguments
that the main causes of misery are anxiety and depression. That the major reason for
misery's persistence is how people think; and that a major part of the solution is
individual therapy. Now it certainly complicates funding discussions with government; as
you can imagine, if they did engage with context. So this brings me to my second
question, what is it about confronting well evidenced role of social context; in both the
development and the persistence of mental health problems; which seems so difficult
even threatening. I think there is quite a few possibilities and I'll deal with a few briefly.
But familiarly over all of them is both our insecurity as a discipline and a profession. So
the threats are: Its not science. Its not psychology. Creates feelings of helplessness. Need
for acceptance by Psychiatry. Involves telling truth to power. .... Now psychology as a
whole is intensely concerned about its academic and social acceptance; as a science. Jim
Orford once said "We still suffer from an inferiority complex making us do things just
because they appear scientific. So we emphasise our similarity to the biological and
natural sciences. We give the highest to the methods of the natural sciences. We are also
very preoccupied with avoiding accusations of social and political bias; of being influenced
by subjective values; rather than objective facts." .... Why our avoidance of context
matters so much, the major implication is that our theories and research are always
potentially influential. Whether we approve it, intend it or whether we are even aware of
it; what we say and do will have influence in so far as particular psychological ideas
become part of a construction of reality; which can then be drawn on by those with the
power to frame social problems and their perceived solutions. ... It suggests that when we
as psychologists conceptualize people and their problems; it becomes a kind of cultural
resource; and above all, a relation to this avoidance of context; I think this model shores
how our theories can help maintain the social and economic status-quo. .. through
narratives of justification. Now its often been pointed out that maintaining harmful social
practices or inequalities; usually needs some sort of public story; which makes them seem
reasonable. And if we look at it from the point of view of those who benefit from
inequalities; an especially powerful narrative is one which distracts attention from
context; which could help us understand why some groups are persistently disadvantaged
or suffering; why their behaviour seems difficult; and instead focuses on mental or
biological characteristics; which seem to explain these outcomes. Historically psychology
has provided a major role in providing these narratives. ... Now it’s important to
emphasise that we don't intend social harm, but our profession simply has to provide the
intellectual framework -- and of course give it scientific respectability -- others will do the
rest. … Context also make it much more difficult for those in power to avoid addressing
the psychological impact of social and economic policies; and also they are not

incompatible with helping individuals. I don't think its an exageration to say that clinical
psychology is at a watershed in terms of who we are and what we stand for. I hope we
will acknowledge that how we relate to social context is absolutely central to those
questions; and I also hope we will choose to implement the conference theme in major
and very public ways. I think we can be both confident that we have a scientific and
ethical mandate, but also I think we may be surprised at just how many allies we would
have."”

The excerpts of Ms Boyle’s speech was followed by EoP commentary on WiP – aka Masonic
War is Peace – psychology; addiction to profiteering of misery.
Both sides of the Masonic War is Peace – namely the ‘mental disorders exist’ and the
‘mental disorders don’t exist, psychiatry is a fraud – divide are afraid of confronting their
‘fear of context’ research mistakes.
In their case including context – such as: could what they call ‘mental disoders’ simply be
the canary on the frontlines in the Masonic War is Peace toxic culture coalmine; whose
cognitive and behavioural coping mechanisms symptoms of individuals experiencing
racial, ideological, class or cultural existential identity and/or resource conflict anxiety
resulting from population pressures colliding with declining resources; which are the
direct consequences of the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological
carrying capacity limits’ clauses of international law social contract? -- in their research
for the ‘causes of mental disorder misery; would result in them either (a) admitting their
mistakes and enaging in truthseeking research; or (b) ignoring the canaries; covering up
their mistakes; and ultimately psychiatry and psychology drive their 500 tonne train over
their ‘fuck ecological carrying capacity gravity laws’ ‘matchstick bridge’.
EoP RH Culture Info has more info on EoP culture’s perspective on WiP ‘fuck ecological
carrying capacity gravity law’s matchstick bridges.

In fairness to Brad Blanton; although he also refuses to acknowledge context in his ‘noticing’
radical honesty practices – as noted in 01 Feb: RH Fraud: McVeigh Faked Execution;
Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics – or to inform his misery induced clients of the root
population pressures colliding with resource depletion conformity pressures source of their
ego-identity and/or resource conflict psycho-social conflict misery; he does admit – quoting
Pema Chodron – that he profiteers of others misery; as noted in: What is Radical Honesty
01, 02, 03.
What does fuck honour infantile kindergarden playing with his lego’s Dr. Blanton want?
From my experience: He thinks he wants to help others problem solve the causes of their
misery; but he can’t grow up to buck stops here tell them the truth – heaven forbid he might
offend fragile ego crackers, niggers, spicks or japs and be called a ‘racist’; by fuck honour
liberals, like him – so he’d rather profiteer of their misery; while withholding from them
information about what they can do to cooperate with others to eliminate the root causes of
population pressure resource depletion psycho-conformity resource conflict pressures.
I also know liberal progressive African women who have absolutely no problem with
responsible procreation. They grew up in a South African township that make American
ghetto’s look like bourgeois upper middle class suburbs and took responsible procreation
way beyond ‘responsible sex’ to no sex at all. They were still virgins at the age of 26. One
of them got married and she was still a virgin. They obviously would not be threatened at
all by the implementation of an international law social contract; that would require
them to procreate below ecological carrying capacity limits; any more than Caster
Semenya is threatened by going for a jog.
-- EoP v WiP NWO Neg: 29 Aug: Gamechanger Labs … Movement Strategy.

EoP v WiP Neg updates pending reinstatement of deleted EoP weebly websites.
EoP v WiP negotiations were – and if the hacked and deleted weebly account is reinstated;
prior to termination of EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations, as a result of Planetary elite’s
preference for Masonic War is Peace orgy of violence; will again be – updated at: MILED
Clerk Notice.
Pending reinstatement of EoP accounts on Weebly: A copy of this correspondence is
documented at: (A) SQSwans PRH: EoP v WiP NWO Neg CC and/or EoP Axis; (B) EoP
Applicants [PDF]: David Petraeus, Erik Prince; EoP Axis: Intnl Psych [PDF]; EoP v WiP
NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Homer Lea Research Center, Homer
Lea Site.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

